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1. Contact details*
Organisation (if relevant):

Origin Energy Resources Kupe NZ Ltd (OERKL)

First name of submitter:*

Dawn

Last name of submitter:*

Summers

2. Spokesperson contact details
Organisation (if relevant):

Origin Energy Resources Kupe NZ Ltd (OERKL)

First name of spokesperson:*

Tracy

Last name of spokesperson:*
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3. Electronic correspondence
You will receive information by email. If you are unable to receive emails, please indicate below:
I cannot receive electronic copies of information and updates.

4. Do you wish to speak to your submission at the hearing?*
I / We do not wish to speak about my / our submission at the hearing.
OR
I / We wish to speak about my / our submission at the hearing.
If you wish to speak at the hearing, tick as many as apply to you:
If others make a similar submission, I / we will consider presenting a joint case with them
at the hearing.
I / we wish to present in Te Reo Māori.
I / we wish to present in New Zealand Sign Language.
I / we intend on having legal representation (i.e. a lawyer speaking on your behalf).
I / we intend to have expert witnesses to support my / our submission.
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5. What decision do you want the EPA to make and why?*
If you require more space, please attach additional pages. Please include your name, page numbers
and Trans-Tasman Resources Limited iron sand extraction and processing application on the additional
pages.
Grant
Decision

Grant with
conditions

Neutral

Decline

My reasons for seeking this decision are:
Origin Energy Resources Kupe Limited (OERKL), on behalf of the Kupe Joint Venture, opposes the
Trans Tasman Resources (TTR) marine consent application.
This submission has been made to ensure that TTR's proposed activities do not proceed unless
conditions of consent are imposed that address the potential adverse impacts on OERKL's core
business associated with the safe operation of the Kupe assets in PML38146 and ensure
appropriate coordination between OERKL, TTR and any other relevant parties.
OERKL has the following concerns that the TTR application has not adequately addressed:
Engineering risks


The methodology and technology TTR is proposing to deploy is new and unproven in New
Zealand. This is further complicated by the overlap in the TTR and OERKL permits. This
represents a risk to the safe operation of both TTR’s and OERKL’s operations.



TTR has not demonstrated that its proposed activities will not impact on OERKL’s interests as
an existing permit holder. OERKL has received a technical Summary of Findings report from
AMOG Engineering Solutions (attached) and a Kupe Field MMP Technical Note from Halliard
Consulting (attached) which conclude that TTR's proposed operations could have an adverse
effect on PML38146 operations.



OERKL considers that the technology and methodology proposed will risk the safe and ongoing
operation of the Kupe assets being operated under PML38146. For example, an uneven or
unstable seabed can pose serious safety risks for jack up rigs. Examples of how seabed
instability can affect rigs are outlined in the Maersk Victory Punch Through Report and 2005
GSF RPD Guidelines (attached).



A number of risks to future expansion by OERKL have been identified as not being adequately
addressed in TTR’s submission, including geo-stability, met-ocean conditions and simultaneous
operations.

Legal and economic risks


The overlap in permits will require a high degree of cooperation and coordination between TTR
and OERKL to ensure TTR’s proposed new activities will not impact on OERKL’s existing and
future operations. The existing regulatory regime does not adequately address this requirement
for cooperation and coordination.



OERKL considers that TTR activities will devalue the OERKL permit licence(s) unless adequate
conditions are imposed upon TTR.
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OERKL considers that the provisions of the Exclusive Economic Zone Act do not adequately
protect OERKL from liability for environmental effects that could result if TTR's operations
damage OERKL infrastructure. Any conditions of consent must, at a minimum, protect OERKL
from liability for the environmental consequences of any discharge from OERKL infrastructure
resulting from the exercise of TTR's consent.

Stakeholder engagement risks


At page 177 of the Impact Assessment TTR states that Kupe’s interests are adequately
considered through the conditions of Minerals Mining Permit 55587 and additional measures
that it has included in its proposed consent conditions following consultation with OERKL. This
is not correct. The conditions of the TTR’s Minerals Mining Permit do not adequately provide for
or protect Kupe’s interests. Further, the additional consent conditions proposed by TTR in their
application to the EPA do not address Origin’s concerns.



The consultation recently undertaken by TTR with Origin was cursory and whilst OERKL
engaged on a good faith basis TTR seemed more intent to “tick off” the EPA’s requirement for
consultation.



OERKL has observed an apparent escalation in iwi and community concern regarding TTR’s
proposal since the application was initially made to the EPA in 2013. OERKL understands that
the underlying concern from the general community is that the technology being proposed by
TTR is unproven and untested with potential significant impacts on the environment. Community
concerns also focus on the availability of information on which they and the EPA can make an
informed decision. OERKL understands that iwi may make a separate submission regarding
TTR’s proposal, which may address guardianship of land, the coastal area and natural
resources, and address customary rights and title and their economic interests. OERKL has
been able to build a good working relationship with iwi through respecting their guardianship
and stewardship of the area, and would seek for the TTR proposal to be dealt with by all parties
in a way that further builds upon that relationship and addresses all of their concerns.

Risk mitigation


OERKL requires additions and changes be made to the proposed conditions of consent to
satisfy OERKL that the safety and productivity of its operations will not be jeopardised by TTR's
proposed activities. These changes include:
o An exclusion zone of 1.5km around OERKL infrastructure, within which TTR cannot
operate or secure its vessels or any component of the mooring systems associated with
its vessels so that the risk of a collision is minimised.
o All other conditions as set out in “Part 6 – Recommendations” of the attached Summary
of Findings report from AMOG Engineering Solutions
o Further and better consultation with all stakeholders



Origin reserves it right to propose further risk mitigation conditions during the remainder of the
EPA’s decision making process.
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6. Do you have an existing interest that may be affected by what is
proposed in this application?
Lawfully established existing activity, whether or not authorised by or under any
Act or Regulations, including rights of access, navigation and fishing
Any activity that may be undertaken under the authority of an existing marine
consent
Any activity that may be undertaken under the authority of an existing resource
consent granted under the Resource Management Act 1991
Settlement of a historical claim under the Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975
Settlement of a contemporary claim under the Treaty of Waitangi as provided
for in an Act, including the Treaty of Waitangi (Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act
1992
Protected customary right or customary marine title as recognised under the
Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act 2011
What is your existing interest and how may it be affected by this application?
Our existing interests which are affected by TTR's application include, but are not limited to the following:


Kupe offshore wellhead platform — unmanned 53m high offshore platform above three
production wells.



Kupe offshore raw gas pipeline and utilities umbilical — approximately 30km subsea
pipeline to bring raw gas and liquids from the platform to shore, and a subsea "umbilical' carrying
chemicals, power and fibre optic communications between the platform and the shore.



Kupe fields within petroleum mining licences PML 38146 — 3 production wells up to 3.8km
length and other wells planned. Additionally there is one well within the OERKL permit that has
been plugged & abandoned.



Kupe production station — peak gas produced from Kupe will meet 15% of NZ annual gas
demand and 50% of NZ LPG demand. Kupe also produces light crude condensate for export.



Social licence to operate – strong, trusting and enduring relationships with iwi and the broader
community built through working respectfully, openly and collaboratively with iwi and community
in recognition of their rights and interests.



Deemed Marine Discharge Consent - under Exclusive Economic Zone Act 2012

OERKL’s existing interests have not been adequately considered in TTR's EIA and application.
existing interests would be affected as follows:


Increased risk of damage to existing Kupe assets and to the environment: TTR’s
proposed operations adjacent to the existing Kupe facilities significantly increase the potential
of damage to the Kupe assets and an associated release of hydrocarbons to the environment,
including:
-

3172918 v3
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Damage to the Kupe wellhead platform as a result of impact from TTR’s mining vessel,
support vessels or any other object associated with the exercise of TTR’s consent. The
Kupe wellhead platform is not designed to withstand an impact from a vessel the size of
TTR’s proposed mining vessel and OERKL does not consider that TTR has provided
sufficient information in either their application submission or proposed conditions of
consent to demonstrate that their proposed technology, methodology and management
systems and procedure reduces this risk to an acceptable level. OERKL would also note
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that vessel mooring failures within the area are not without precedent given the Noble
Discoverer (a smaller vessel than the mining one proposed) working for Shell did break its
mooring lines in the South Taranaki Bight in 2011 - http://www.shell.co.nz/media/2011media-releases/noble-discoverer-recalled-to-alaska.html
-

Damage to the Kupe raw gas pipeline and umbilical, either as a result of physical impact
from an anchor, mooring line or other dropped object or from scour or other impacts of
changes to the seabed topography and associated local metocean conditions as a result
of seabed excavation and/or redeposition of mining spoil.

-

Damage to abandoned/suspended wellheads, either as a result of physical impact from an
anchor, mooring line or other dropped object or from scour or other impacts of changes to
the seabed topography and associated local metocean conditions as a result of seabed
excavation and/or redeposition of mining spoil.

-

The bathymetry modelling provided by TTR does not take into account the impact of their
activities at the location of OERKL’s existing assets including the Kupe wellhead platform.

-

OERKL does not have sufficient information to assess the effects on the integrity of our
assets across their full lifecycle, taking into account worst case scenario conditions.

-

OERKL’s community expects OERKL to operate its assets in a safe manner. This
expectation will be compromised by TTR’s proposed operations due to the potential risks
identified above.



Routine maintenance inhibited: OERKL's ability to undertake routine maintenance activities
on its production wells, raw gas pipeline and umbilical may be inhibited. For example, remotely
operated vehicle pipeline inspections may not be possible in certain sediment plume conditions.



Effects of sediment plume and deposited sand on infrastructure: OERKL are concerned
that the sediment plume & deposited de-ored sand may affect the OERKL offshore
infrastructure. For example, there may be potential effects on seabed stability for anchoring,
footing of legs for jackup rigs, or the wellhead platform.



Disruption to business as usual operations : The potential threat of activism and protest by
opponents of TTR's operations may affect OERKL's business as usual operations and its
reputation, whether this activism occurs at sea, OERKL’s plant or at ports it uses to service its
Kupe operations.



Emergency response capability inhibited: OERKL's ability to perform an emergency
response within the PML 38146 area may be inhibited. For example, access to offshore
infrastructure may be obstructed by TTR vessels or anchoring systems, or the sediment plume
may inhibit operations on undersea infrastructure reliant on clear conditions. Any limitation to
OERKL’s ability to respond to an emergency situation will also be viewed negatively by our
community and regulatory stakeholders.



Ecological impacts attributed to OERKL: Other stakeholders might consider any decrease in
benthic ecology is related to the Kupe platform and pipeline, as opposed to TTR's mining
operations. Any environmental impacts authorised as a result of TTR’s activities should not be
attributed to OERKL, and therefore requires an appropriate monitoring and reporting regime by
TTR. Future operations OERKL may wish to undertake (such as well drilling etc) may not be
approved by the EPA because of concerns regarding cumulative environmental effects.



Effects on currents and wave heights: The potential effects of changing currents and
increasing wave heights resulting from TTR operations and infrastructure may have a negative
impact on OERKL's offshore infrastructure. OERKL’s experience is that there is significant local
variation to wave and current environments in the area based on local seabed topography. As
a result, OERKL is concerned that the proposed mining and redeposition plan will result in
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significant changes to the local current and wave environment that, in a worst case scenario,
would increase the risk of damage to, or failure of, OERKL’s platform or subsea assets.


Permit devaluation: the issuing of a marine consent for Minerals Mining Permit 55581 will
devalue the Kupe JVP's existing Petroleum Mining Licence 38146.



Navigational activity and equipment: Significant increase in navigational activity in close
proximity to OERKL permit may impact on OERKL operational activities and platform/pipeline
exclusion zones.



Safety: given the overlap between OERKL's existing Petroleum Mining Licence, and as TTR is
a new operator, OERKL may be affected through the absence of safety standards and exclusion
zones in TTR's proposed conditions of consent.



TTR extraction methodology: Little is defined about the extraction methodology TTR proposes
to use in its operations and there are no real examples of its existing use to provide confidence
in the process and technology. Accordingly, many of the effects of TTR's operation and
associated risks to OERKL's operations remain unknown.



TTR mooring methodology: Little is defined about the methodology and associated
procedures TTR proposes to use to moor the mining vessel(s) in its operations and there are
no real examples of its existing use in similar conditions to provide confidence in the procedures
and technology. Both the technical Summary of Findings report from AMOG Engineering
Solutions and a Kupe Field MMP Technical Note from Halliard Consulting (attached to this
submission) identify concerns with the technical solutions being proposed by TTR. Accordingly,
many of the effects of TTR's operation and associated risks to OERKL's operations remain
unknown.



Noise, lighting and air discharge effects: TTR's operations may produce excessive noise,
lighting and air discharge that will have a negative impact on OERKL's operations .



Exclusion zones: the absence of a predetermined exclusion zone in the conditions of consent
around OERKL operational and non-operational infrastructure means there is risk of damage to
OERKL's existing operations



Deemed Marine Discharge Consent: TTR’s Impact Assessment has omitted reference to
OERKL’s deemed Marine Discharge Consent.



Reduced ability to perform further evaluation of additional hydrocarbon potential -TTR’s
mining plans will make it difficult to acquire further geological data to continue the evaluation of
the hydrocarbon potential within the current OERKL permit.



Community Interests: OERKL has observed an apparent escalation in iwi and community
concern regarding TTR’s proposal since the application was initially made to the EPA in 2013.
OERKL understands that the underlying concern from the general community is that the
technology being proposed by TTR is unproven and untested with potential significant impacts
on the environment. Community concerns also focus on the availability of information on which
they and EPA can make an informed decision. OERKL understands that iwi may make a
separate submission regarding TTR’s proposal, which may address guardianship of land, the
coastal area and natural resources, and address customary rights and title and their economic
interests. OERKL has been able to build a good working relationship with iwi through respecting
their guardianship and stewardship of the area, and would seek for the TTR proposal to be dealt
with by all parties in a way that further builds upon that relationship and addresses all of their
concerns.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
AMOG was engaged by Origin Energy NZ Ltd to conduct a desktop review of the content of a number of
documents submiXed by Trans Tasman Mining (TTR) as part of their Marine Consent applicaWon to the
New Zealand Environmental ProtecWon Agency (EPA).
These documents were iniWally reviewed by one or more of the following staﬀ members relevant to their
respecWve areas of experWse:
●

Dr Jon Hinwood (Coastal Processes)

●

Mr Chris Carra (Oﬀshore OperaWons)

●

Mr Ben Clark (NavigaWon and Seamanship)

Following these individual reviews a workshop was conducted to cross reference the areas of risk applicable to
the Origin Energy Resources Kupe Ltd (OERKL) group. This report presents these risk descripWons as well as the
detailed ﬁndings from the individual document reviews.
The key issues idenWﬁed have been grouped into four areas as follows:
1.

General Comments on TTR's Concept of OperaWons;

2.

Risks to Physical Assets;

3.

Risks to Further ExploraWon; and

4.

Intangible Risks, including:
4.i.

Economic Factors,

4.ii.

Regulatory Requirements, and

4.iii.

Social Impacts.

Speciﬁc recommendaWons for TTR to address are presented in SecWon 6.
Given the limited extent of the informaWon supplied by TTR regarding aspects of its vessels, their equipment
and their operaWonal plans which have a direct and signiﬁcant bearing on the safety of personnel, the
environment and the physical assets at Kupe, AMOG recommend Origin request these items be addressed,
with TTR’s response reviewed in detail before any consent is given.

This work has been conducted against Origin Energy Resources Ltd PO # 16268256.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

SCOPE OF WORK
AMOG has been engaged by Origin Energy NZ Ltd to conduct a desktop review of the Trans Tasman
Resources (TTR) Marine Consent ApplicaWon (The ApplicaWon) to the New Zealand Environmental
ProtecWon Agency (EPA).
This work has been conducted against Origin Energy Resources Ltd PO # 16268256.

1.2

METHODOLOGY
This desktop review was conducted on the basis of idenWfying potenWal threats or risks to the
ongoing operaWons of the Origin Energy Resources Kupe Ltd (OERKL) group.
A high level risk idenWﬁcaWon acWvity was undertaken to idenWfy diﬀerent risk categories. Once
idenWﬁed, The ApplicaWon was reviewed by subject maXer experts to idenWfy and assess more
speciﬁc risks to the OERKL group operaWons. Speciﬁcally the following areas were assessed:
1.

General Comments on TTR's Concept of OperaWons;

2.

Risks to Physical Assets, including:
2.i.

Damage to assets from impact of TTR Mining assets; and

2.ii.

Damage to assets due to localised changes to Coastal Processes.

3.

Risks to Further ExploraWon and development; and

4.

Intangible Risks, including:
4.i.

Economic Factors,

4.ii.

Regulatory Requirements, and

4.iii.

Social Impacts.

General comments on each of these areas is presented in SecWons 2 to 5 with a summary of
recommendaWons and condiWons of consent presented in SecWon 6. A number of risks could not be
adequately assessed due to the limited informaWon provided in The ApplicaWon, as such AMOG's
ﬁnal opinion on each of these maXers is subject to further research into some of the underlying
assumpWons used by TTR's experts. This research should be based on the supporWng
documentaWon, procedures and plans etc requested in SecWon 6.
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1.3

2

NOMENCLATURE
ABS

American Bureau of Shipping

AHT

Anchor Handling Tug

API

American Petroleum InsWtute

CEV

Cape Sized Export Vessel

EPA

Environmental ProtecWon Agency

FMEA

Failure Mode and Eﬀects Analysis

FMECA

Failure Modes Eﬀects and CriWcality Assessment

FPS

FloaWng ProducWon System

FSO

FloaWng Storage and Oﬄoading

FSPO

FloaWng Storage ProducWon and Oﬄoading

IMV

Integrated Mining Vessel

JV

Joint Venture

MODU

Mobile Oﬀshore Drilling Unit

OERKL

Origin Energy Resourcses Kupe LimWed

SIMOPS

Simultaneous OperaWons

SSC

Suspended Sediment ConcentraWon

STB

South Taranaki Bight

TAM

Thruster Assisted Mooring

The ApplicaWon TTR 2016 Marine Consent ApplicaWon
TTR

Trans Tasman Mining

WHP

Well Head PlaVorm

yr

year
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CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
This secWon presents the key issues idenWﬁed with respect to TTR's published concept of operaWons.
TTR currently holds a Minerals Mining Permit (#55581) issued under secWons 25 and 29A of the
Crown Minerals Act 1991 for the extracWon of iron sands from the STB. The permit was granted for a
20 year term commencing on 2 May 2014.
The project area in which the iron sand recovery acWviWes will take place encompasses an area of
approximately 65.76 km2, largely within the Kupe Oil and Gas producWon area (Licence #38146), see
Figure 1. The water depth in the TTR Project Area, varies between 20 and 50 m, this does not
include the anchor buﬀer zone detailed in the condiWons of consent in The ApplicaWon [3].

Figure 1: The extent of the Kupe ProducWon Area and Proposed TTR Project Area
(Figure 3.11 from [3])
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To facilitate the extracWon of the iron sands from the project area, TTR have developed an extracWon
methodology that relies on a range of vessels. These include the following:
●

Integrated Mining Vessel (“IMV”) - TTR propose to perform the mining operaWon using a large
IMV, with an LBP of 330 m, breadth of 60 m and draught of 12 m. The size of the IMV is akin
to a VLCC oil tanker at mid-draught and substanWally larger than the exisWng FPSOs Raroa and
Umuroa operaWng in the South Taranaki Bight. The IMV is the central vessel for the recovery
and processing of iron sands. ExtracWon of iron sands is achieved using a set of subsea
crawlers which, when deployed to the seaﬂoor, use sucWon to harvest iron-sands and transfer
them back to the IMV for processing.
During iron sands recovery acWviWes the IMV will be posiWoned over the planned mining area
and held in place by a four-point (predominantly 6-strand wire rope) mooring system assisted
by six on-board thrusters. PosiWoning of the IMV will primarily be controlled by winches
paying in and paying out on the four-point mooring system. The mooring line conﬁguraWon
will be regularly adjusted in line length as mining proceeds across the block grid, with anchors
reset approximately every 10 days.
The IMV is proposed to operate at a heading towards the SW into the predominant wave
direcWon, leaving its large beam area exposed to the strong SE fronts that regularly impact
the Cook Straight.

●

FloaWng Storage and Oﬀ-loading vessel (“FSO vessel”) - The FSO vessel is a transhipment
vessel that provides short term storage of a parcel of the extracted Iron ore prior to export.
The FSO will be regularly staWoned within 70 m of the bow of the IMV whilst slurry is
transferred via a ﬂoaWng hose to the FSO vessel. Once fully loaded, the FSO vessel will sail to a
pre-determined area (TTR state the FSO will travel the shortest possible distance but at least
2 km away from the IMV), and transfer the extracted iron ore concentrate to the Bulk Capesized Export Vessel for export to internaWonal markets.

●

Bulk Cape-sized Export Vessel (“CEV”) - The CEV receives Extracted iron ore from the FSO
vessel in ﬁeld and transports Ore to internaWonal markets.

●

Anchor Handling Tug (“AHT”) - An AHT will be used in ﬁeld to set, and release the IMV’s 4
point mooring system. It will also act as a general supply vessel.

●

Refuelling vessel - The refuelling vessel will deliver fuel to the IMV, and other vessels in the
TTR ﬂeet.

●

Geotechnical support vessel – The geotechnical support vessel will conduct Iron sands grade
drilling ahead of the extracWon acWviWes performed by the IMV.

Based on the informaWon provided in The ApplicaWon [3], AMOG have idenWﬁed a number of
potenWal shortcomings in the speciﬁcaWon of the TTR marine spread. While these may not limit the
ability of TTR to extract iron sands from the proposed project area, the current speciﬁcaWon would
not be considered best pracWce according to Oil and Gas industry guidelines. Speciﬁc shortcomings
to the IMV speciﬁcaWon, the mooring design and operaWonal acWviWes are described below.
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INTEGRATED MINING VESSEL (IMV) SPECIFICATION
In The ApplicaWon [3] it is noted that:
“The IMV’s design has been approved in principle by the American Bureau of Shipping (“ABS”)
ClassiﬁcaNon Society, a IACS cerNﬁed ClassiﬁcaNon Society, with the class notaNon: ✠A1,
Restricted Service, ✠AMS, SPS, UWILD, CPS, SH-DLA, SFA (number of years), Ⓟ Circle P,
Ⓔ Circle E, Helidk, CRC, TAM, ✠ACCU, with the descripNon “Mining vessel” at the speciﬁc site,
South Taranaki Bight, New Zealand”
ClassiﬁcaWon in itself does not imply, and should not be construed as, a warranty of safety, ﬁtness
for purpose or seaworthiness of the ship. ABS has no control over how the vessel is manned,
operated and maintained between the periodical surveys which it conducts.
The following is a descripWon of the ABS ClassiﬁcaWon notaWons:
✠A1

Hull is compliant with the requirements of the ABS rules, and built under ABS
survey

RESTRICTED SERVICE

NotaWon assigned to an oﬀshore unit not designed to meet the full criteria
for unrestricted service.

✠AMS

Machinery, boiler and systems have been constructed and installed under
ABS survey in accordance with the requirements of the ABS Rules.

SPS

Assigned to vessels that comply with the requirements in SecWon 5-1-2 of
the ABS Rules for Building and Classing Oﬀshore Support Vessels and the IMO
Code of Safety for Special Purpose Ships (SPS Code).

UWILD

UnderWater InspecWon in Lieu of Dry-docking

CPS

CoaWng Performance Standard (tanks and voids)

SH-DLA

SafeHull-Dynamic Loading Approach

SFA

Spectral FaWgue Analysis - 20 years or more (in 5-year increments)

Ⓟ Circle P

This symbol signiﬁes that that the anchor, chains or wire rope saWsfy the ABS
Rules for Building and Classing Mobile Oﬀshore Drilling Units 2016, Appendix
3-4-A1 for posiWon mooring.

Ⓔ Circle E

Equipment of anchors and chain cables in compliance with the Rules for
temporary mooring of the vessel whilst in transit mode

HELIDK

Helicopter deck with no provision for storage or refuelling

CRC

Crane Register CerWﬁcate
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TAM

This notaWon is assigned to mobile oﬀshore units with TAM systems that are
capable of automaWcally maintaining the posiWon and heading of the unit
under speciﬁed maximum environmental condiWons and have an
independent centralised manual posiWon control with automaWc heading
control. The TTR applicaWon did not include a Maltese Cross (✠) against the
TAM notaWon. Therefore the proposed thruster system would not be built,
installed and commissioned under ABS survey and no independent review of
its conﬁguraWon, operaWon or performance can be assured.

✠ACCU

This notaWon is assigned to a vessel having the means to control and monitor
the propulsion-machinery space from the navigaWon bridge and from a
centralised control and monitoring staWon installed within or adjacent to, the
propulsion machinery space, and have been assembled, tested and installed
under ABS survey.

Given the close proximity of the mining operaWons to the exisWng OERKL infrastructure, the
following observaWons are made with respect to the notaWon of the IMV:
1.

It is noted that the proposed class notaWon includes RESTRICTED SERVICE and the speciﬁc
site, South Taranaki Bight, New Zealand. Based on MODU Rules Part 3-1-3/1.3.1, the
minimum design wind speed for restricted service is 25.7 m·s-1.
Based on the informaWon provided in The ApplicaWon [3] there is no evidence that the IMV
and her mooring system has been designed to such a severe met-ocean environment. Indeed,
The ApplicaWon [3] indicates that the
“IMV and supporNng infrastructure have been designed to support the uninterrupted
recovery and processing of iron sand in sea condiNons that have up to a four metre
signiﬁcant wave height (Hs) and will be able to ‘sit out’ major storm events “
However, there is no indicaWon of the design wind, wave or current condiWons. Based on the
met-ocean basis of design for the Kupe WHP [64], a 4 m signiﬁcant wave event has an average
annual occurrence of approximately once per week. The 1-year return period storm at this
locaWon is well in excess of TTR’s operaWonal design limit of 4 m Hs. Furthermore, the
minimum design wind speed for restricted service described in MODU Rules Part 3-1-3/1.3.1
would be close to a 10-year return period wind event (26 m·s-1). If a similar return period
design wave condiWon was considered a 7.8 m signiﬁcant wave height would be required for
design. This is well in excess of TTR’s design operaWng condiWons and no detail has been
provided as to how the IMV will be able to ‘sit out’ major storm events.

2.

It is noted that the proposed class notaWon includes thruster assisted mooring (TAM)
capability. In 2015 ABS revised their guidance for thruster assisted vessels. The ABS Guide for
the ClassiﬁcaNon NotaNon Thruster-Assisted Mooring (TAM, TAM (Manual)) for Mobile
Mooring Systems, 2014 became ABS Guide for the ClassiﬁcaNon NotaNon Thruster-Assisted
Mooring (TAM, TAM-R, TAM (Manual)) for Mobile Mooring Systems in December 2015. This
revision introduced the TAM-R notaWon.
✠TAM-R would appear to be more appropriate than TAM as it incorporates redundancy as
determined by failure mode and eﬀects analysis (FMEA). The Maltese Cross (✠) signiﬁes that
the system was built, installed and commissioned to the saWsfacWon of the ABS Surveyors,
and it is considered important that TTR acheive the Maltese Cross (✠) as part of this notaWon.
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RecommendaNons:

2.2

(i)

It is recommended the requirements for ✠TAM-R be met by TTR as a minimum for
the thruster assisted mooring. Given the safety criWcal nature of the staWon keeping
systems in view of the proximity of operaWons to the Kupe Assets AMOG
recommend that the thruster system, including its power, distribuWon, control and
posiWon reference systems meet the redundancy requirement of ABS DPS-2.

(ii)

It is recommended that the ABS requirement for addiWonal notaWon SKP are met
for the IMV. This notaWon presents supplemental informaWon about the staWon
keeping performance for speciﬁed limiWng environmental condiWons, such as wind
speed and direcWon, wave height and frequency, current speed and direcWon. This
is of parWcular importance to spread moored systems which are have a nonhomogenous response to met-ocean forcing; and in which the prevailing met-ocean
environment is not unidirecWonal.

MOORING DESIGN
The ApplicaWon [3] describes the IMV mooring system:
“The mooring system will consist of 4 mooring winches complete with wire rope and anchors,
assisted by 6 thrusters. If the environmental loads become too large due to a change in sea
state or direcNon of the environmental loads, the thrusters automaNcally assist by reducing
the loads on the mooring wires and maintaining the posiNon of the vessel.”
“The IMV will be ﬁOed with a four point, thruster-assisted, winch mooring system which will
allow the vessel to be conNnually posiNoned on a pre-determined extracNon and associated
de-ored sediments deposiNon paOern. The posiNon keeping capabiliNes of the vessel consists
of six thrusters (three at the bow and three at the stern)”
“The anchor deployment for the IMV involves installaNon of four standard Stevpris-type
anchors, each aOached by anchor chain and 90-110 mm diameter, tensioned steel cables
directly to the IMV”
“The IMV and it's supporNng infrastructure have been designed to support the uninterrupted
recovery and processing of iron sand in sea condiNons that have up to a four metre signiﬁcant
wave height (Hs)6 and will be able to ‘sit out’ major storm events.”
TTR state in The ApplicaWon [3] that the vessel mooring system shall be designed in compliance with
the following:
●

ABS-FPI – “Rules for Building and Classing FloaWng ProducWon InstallaWons, 2014”[62];
and

●

API-RP-2SK - “Recommended PracWce for Design and Analysis of StaWon keeping Systems
for FloaWng structures, October 2005”[63]
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Based on the limited informaWon provided in The ApplicaWon [3], it is unclear how the IMV mooring
system could meet the design requirements outlined in these two codes. The following observaWons
are made:
1.

API RP 2SK provides guidance for the design and analysis of staWon keeping vessels based on
their classiﬁcaWon as a “permanent” or “mobile” mooring system. Depending on the
classiﬁcaWon diﬀerent design criteria apply. In API RP 2SK SecWon 2.3 they note that
“Permanent moorings are normally used for producNon operaNons with longer design lives.
The mooring for a ﬂoaNng producNon system (FPS), for example, is normally a permanent
mooring since FPSs typically have design lives over 10 years. The division between mobile and
permanent moorings may not be clear for operaNons with design lives of a few years. In this
case the user should make a judgement based on the risk of exposure to severe environmental
and the consequence of a mooring failure”
It is noted in The ApplicaWon [3], that the design life of the ﬁeld is 20 years, well in excess of
the 10 year guideline provided in API-RP-2SK for FPSs. While it may be argued that the IMV
will not be moored in a single locaWon for more than 10 days, and as such could be classiﬁed
as a mobile mooring, the risk of exposure to severe environments in the STB and the
consequence of a mooring failure in such close proximity to OERKLs assets are high.
As such, the IMV mooring should be designed according to the API-RP-2SK guidelines for a
permanent mooring system which would require the system be designed to 100-year return
period met-ocean condiWons for strength, and that the system would be subject to faWgue
analysis.
Based on the informaWon provided in The ApplicaWon [3] there is no evidence that the IMV
and her mooring system has been designed to such a severe met-ocean environment. At the
Kupe plaVorm the 100-year return period signiﬁcant wave height is 8.06 m, well in excess of
the 4 m signiﬁcant wave height operaWonal limit described in The ApplicaWon [3]. The
ApplicaWon and Consent CondiWons should clearly deﬁne the design intent of the IMV
mooring system (permanent versus temporary) and should clearly deﬁne the mode of
operaWon including the normal operaWng condiWon limits and the severe storm condiWon
(including the proposed return period). The design intent of how the IMV will be moored in
each of these condiWons should be clearly deﬁned along with the proposed levels of
redundancy to prevent loss of staWon-keeping capability.

2.

While there is insuﬃcient informaWon provided in The ApplicaWon [3] to properly assess the
mooring design, there are some other nearby installaWons which indicate that the proposed
IMV mooring as described would not meet the requirements of API-RP-2SK.
The Raroa and Umuroa FPSOs already operate in the region and are substanWally smaller
vessels on overall length and beam. These vessels are both permanently moored with wire
ropes of circa 110 mm diameter, similar to the wire speciﬁed for the TTR IMV. However these
faciliWes have redundant mooring systems (8 and 9 leg systems respecWvely) and are designed
to survive the 100-year return period storm event in a single leg failed condiWon. AddiWonally,
the mooring systems for the two exisWng oil producWon FPSOs in the region allow free
weathervaning of the vessel about their moorings, thereby minimising the environmental
loads on the mooring legs.
The four leg IMV mooring system design is not consistent with the signiﬁcant size increase of
the IMV compared to the other faciliWes, implying acWve thruster assistance to the mooring
system is required in storm sea states and in the case where a mooring leg fails.
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The proposed spread-moored TTR IMV has a constrained heading to the south-west into the
predominant south-west swells, making the mooring system parWcularly suscepWble to the
strong south-east fronts that regularly occur in the Cook Strait which would approach beamon the TTR IMV. Figure 2 shows the 100-year return period signiﬁcant wave condiWons from
the SE are 6.69 m, well in excess of the 4 m Hs limit described in The ApplicaWon [3].

Figure 2: 100-year return period wave condiWons at the Kupe plaVorm
3.

The extended period that the IMV vessel is moored within the Project Area indicates that a
higher standard of mooring design is required. The IMV mooring should not be considered a
“mobile mooring” for design purposes due to the 20-year operaWng life within the Project
Area. ApplicaWon of the lesser design requirements for a mobile mooring unduly increases
the risks to the OEKRL assets. The mooring system described in The ApplicaWon [3] does not
meet the requirements for a “mobile mooring”. API-RP-2SK 3.1.1.2.2 states that “the
maximum design environment for mobile units operaNng in the vicinity of other structures
should have a return period of at least 10 years.”
The omnidirecWonal 10-year return period signiﬁcant wave condiWon is 7.83 m at the Kupe
WHP, and 6.62 m from the South East in which case the waves would approach beam on to
the TTR IMV. Based on this, the operaWng experience of other vessels in the STB and the
mooring concept described in The ApplicaWon [3], would likely need signiﬁcant
reconsideraWon before it could meet the ABS guidelines for mooring design. In parWcular, the
thruster system design would need to demonstrate that the thrusters could maintain heading
and posiWon control in the beam wave event from a South East front, noWng that the thruster
performance may become severely impacted by interacWon and hull venWng.
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ABS-FPI, API-RP-2SK and Part 3-4-1 of the MODU rules (which is relevant due to the Ⓟ Circle
P notaWon) require that the mooring design should accommodate suﬃcient redundancy such
that the vessel may maintain staWon under the maximum design environment with either a
failure to a single mooring line or to the thruster system. It is unclear in the documentaWon
provided that this design condiWon has been considered.
Based on simulaWons performed by AMOG in the event of a failure of a single bow line in
4.0 m Hs beam seas, successive failure of the opposite bow line would occur within 4 to 5
minutes due to overload of this leg as the vessel driGs down wave. This failure scenario also
results in a 55 degree heading change of the IMV. It is unclear for The ApplicaWon [3] as to if
the thruster system and any addiWonal power generaWon required could come online and
respond quickly enough to correct heading and slow the loss of posiWon to prevent a
cascading loss of staWon keeping.

Figure 3: Change in vessel posiWon under a single line failure event.
5.

Where the TAM system is unable to funcWon eﬀecWvely, the IMV has the potenWal to driG,
dragging its anchors. The predominant driG direcWons to the NE and NW place the Kupe
pipeline infrastructure at risk from damage due to dragging anchors. There is also the
potenWal for damage to the Kupe WHP from the mooring wires being dragged around the
structure when the IMV driG direcWon avoids direct impact.
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Using a simple rule of thumb assessment for vessel driG speed, the Wme taken for the IMV to
travel from a locaWon within the Project Area to the Kupe WHP is within a couple of hours at
most in the event of the complete loss of staWon-keeping by the IMV. As shown in Figure 4,
the driG Wme can be well under an hour when the IMV is located in mining blocks near the
Kupe WHP. The reacWon Wme for a loss of staWon-keeping incident must be clearly reﬂected in
the Collision (Loss of PosiWon) ConWngency Management Plan. Where OEKRL has personnel
working on the WHP, there may be insuﬃcient Wme to evacuate any personnel aboard the
WHP by helicopter and would thus require the crew to evacuate to sea presenWng a
signiﬁcant risk to their safety.

Figure 4: DriG Wme to potenWal impact (Hours) between IMV and Kupe WHP
6.

Stevpris-type high holding power drag embedment anchors have been speciﬁed for the
mooring system in the The ApplicaWon [3]. TTR propose to use an AHT to posiWon the anchor
at the desired locaWon.
Stevpris-type drag embedment anchors are designed for unidirecWonal loading, that is in the
same direcWon of the original embedment load. A single leg failure would lead to a signiﬁcant
posiWon changes in the IMV, as evidenced in Figure 3. This would signiﬁcantly increase the
lateral loading on the anchors and potenWally break the ﬂuke or capsize the anchor resulWng
in a complete failure of the mooring system. AddiWonal redundancy provided by an eight-leg
mooring system conﬁguraWon would substanWally reduce this risk.
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ABS FPI Part 6 Chapter 1 SecWon 3 states:
“A?er the mooring system is deployed, each mooring line will be required to be pull-tested.
During the test, each mooring line will be pulled to the maximum design load determined
by dynamic analysis for the intact design condiNon and held at that load for 30 minutes.”
The ApplicaWon [3] gives no informaWon as to how, for each reset of the anchor system, its
holding capacity would be demonstrated, in accordance with TTR's selected design codes. As
noted above, it is considered that there is no redundancy in the mooring system and, by
virtue of their design, the nominated Stevpris anchors are only eﬀecWve if posiWoned
correctly on the seabed. TTR should detail how they plan to meet the requirements of this
code and if such tests would be witnessed by an ABS surveyor.

8.

Insuﬃcient informaWon is provided in The ApplicaWon [3] to understand the intent of TTR
with regard to the design and operaWon of the thruster assisted mooring. The design intent
does not match that for a permanent mooring according to API-RP-2SK. Accordingly it is
assumed that TTR intend to operate the IMV as a temporary mooring. Survey and inspecWon
of mooring therefore falls under the MODU Rules Part 7-2-5/1.1.7i which state that the
moorings must be examined every Special Periodical Survey in accordance with the latest
version of API-RP-2I.
For 6-strand wire segments, API-RP-2I recommends 18 month inspecWon periods decreasing
down to 9 months based on age of the mooring wire. During these inspecWons, the proposed
mooring system will most likely be in single leg failed mode and operaWng on thrusters to
maintain posiWon whilst each wire leg is inspected (the leg being inspected would not be
under tension and would not have its anchor embedded and proof-loaded). Based on
AMOG’s experience of unsheathed wire ropes in the STB and the knowledge gained from the
SCORCH JIP, a high degree of wear and corrosion damage would be expected, with regular
wire rope replacement being required.
Similar to the mooring components, the ABS FPI Rules for Survey AGer ConstrucWon Part 7-96 — require the thrusters to be examined at every Special Periodical Survey . Insuﬃcient
informaWon is provided to understand how such surveys will be undertaken whilst the IMV is
located within the Project Area, noWng that the staWon-keeping and heading control
capability of the IMV will be reduced during these inspecWons by virtue of the isolaWons
required to ensure diver safety.

9.

Whilst The ApplicaWon [3] gives no detailed on the wire rope proposed for the mooring it is
expected, in AMOG’s experience that unsheathed wire ropes would be used for mooring and
posiWon control of the IMV by virtue of the need to hold the rope under tension over a winch
or tracWon winch drum. While wire ropes are commonly used in oﬀshore mooring design,
they are typically used in mooring conﬁguraWons in which the wire will not be in contact with
the seabed. The large range of movement required of the IMV to cover each planned mining
block (up to 900 m in length) will result in long secWons of wire rope in contact with the
seabed. The conWnued impact of the wire rope on the seabed which occurs as a result of
wave acWon and the heave of the vessel will lead to excessive wear and abrasion of the outer
wire rope strands. Furthermore the wire-rope seabed interacWon will lead to the loss of
blocking compound and consequently increase the rate of consumpWon of any wire
galvanising coaWng. Once the protecWve blocking compound is lost the corrosion of the wire
rope will likely be accelerated by the presence of the iron rich sands. DeterioraWon of the wire
rope condiWon will reduce the breaking load of the rope and increase the risk of mooring line
failure. TTR should clearly deﬁne their planned inspecWon regime for these safety criWcal
systems and the proposed discard criteria for the mooring wires.
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In addiWon, insuﬃcient informaWon has been supplied regarding the wire rope storage
soluWon. Bending of the wire rope under tension will signiﬁcantly reduce the faWgue life of
the wire. This will be exacerbated by the likely poor condiWon of the wire rope during the
laXer stages of its operaWonal life. Scenarios in which this may occur include if the wire rope
winch, tracWon winch or storage drum is not appropriately sized, or if the correct fairlead,
sheave and runner arrangement is not used for controlling the departure of the mooring line
from the vessel. No informaWon has not been provided on this aspect of the mooring.
10.

Under load, the shallow water mooring leg conﬁguraWon results in a signiﬁcant risk of hull
impact with mooring lines. This can be through helmsman error on a supply vessel or AHT or
as a result of drive-oﬀ/driG-oﬀ from the FSO during ore transfer operaWons from the IMV. The
loaded mooring legs are at risk at distances of up to 500 m from the IMV due to their shallow
angle. This is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Catenary proﬁle adjacent to IMV
11.

It is stated in the submission that;
“A central power generaNon module on the IMV will supply power to all aspects of the vessel,
including the crawlers, launch and recovery system, vessel posiNoning systems (thrusters and
anchor cable winches), iron ore processing plant, desalinaNon plant and the accommodaNon
block.”
TTR must clearly demonstrate how they plan to ensure the reliability of the power supply and
power distribuWon for the safety criWcal mooring and thruster system. This should take the
form of a FMECA which considers all relevant IMV systems and their eﬀect on the TAM.

RecommendaNons:
(iii)

The ApplicaWon and Consent CondiWons should clearly deﬁne the design intent of
the IMV mooring system (permanent versus temporary) and should clearly deﬁne
the mode of operaWon including the normal operaWng condiWon limits and the
severe storm condiWon (including the proposed return period).

(iv)

TTR shall design the IMV mooring as a permanent mooring system. As a Permanent
mooring system, CondiWon 63 of the Consent CondiWons should be expanded to
include the requirement that upon each reseYng of an anchor, the proof load test
for that anchor is witnessed and approved by the Class society/marine warranty
surveyor.

(v)

TTR clearly detail how the IMV will be operated to ‘sit out’ major storm events.
Major storm events place the Kupe JV assets in direct line of driG if the IMV loses
staWon.
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(vi)

The IMV be moored using a 8 point mooring. The four point thruster assisted
mooring inadequate for an operaWon in proximity to a producing hydrocarbon
plaVorm. TTR shall clarify if they have provisional approval from ABS for this
mooring concept and demonstrate what measures they plan to ensure that the
proposed mooring system is ﬁt for purpose and meets industry best pracWce.

(vii)

As the thruster assisted mooring system is a safety criWcal system prevenWng the
potenWal of direct impact of the IMV on the Kupe Assets, TTR shall commit to
submission of their proposed system design and, should their applicaWon be
successful, their ﬁnal mooring and thruster design assessment for independent
review by OERKL.

(viii)

Emergency procedures in the event of a loss of staWon-keeping by the IMV shall be
documented and presented by TTR for review by OERKL.

(ix)

TTR shall engage OERKL when developing the Collision ConWngency Management
Plan (CondiWon of Consent 51).

(x)

The lack of mooring system redundancy in the proposed four point system will, in
the event of a mooring leg failure, result in a rapid loss of heading and posiWon
control. Even in benign environments (4.0 m Hs) this would likely lead to the failure
of the adjacent loaded line in under 4 to 5 minutes of driG from the ﬁrst failure if
the thruster system cannot bring the vessel under acWve control. TTR should
perform a full TAM FMECA where control, power generaWon and distribuWon
conﬁguraWon; operaWonal procedures; system response Wmes and thruster
eﬀecWveness are examined. OperaWng criteria for thrusters (i.e., at which sea-state
the thruster system begins to acWvely assist the posiWon and heading of the vessel)
should be clearly stated.

(xi)

CondiWon 63 of the Consent CondiWons states that the IMV shall be anchored to the
seabed at all Wmes when the Crawler is operaWng. Whenever the IMV has its
anchors reset (every 10 days), the IMV must rely on thruster assistance to maintain
heading and posiWon. CondiWon 63 of the consent condiWons must address
situaWons where mooring or thruster assistance are in degraded capability situaWon
and how IMV is to be removed from ﬁeld to safe locaWon when capability is
degraded.

(xii)

During a mooring failure the IMV will yaw considerably, as seen in Figure 3. TTR
should demonstrate that the locaWon and design of the fairleads on the IMV are
capable of accommodaWng the large changes expected in departure angle without
the mooring rope clashing with deck structures or the arWculaWon limits of the
fairleads. If the fairleads are deck mounted such clashing and the likely subsequent
wire rope failure would pose a lethal threat to crew in and around the adjacent
deck areas.

(xiii)

The TAM mooring design proposed by TTR has no redundancy in the safety criWcal
thruster system. As a minimum the requirements of the new ABS classiﬁcaWon of
✠TAM-R, issued by ABS in December 2015, should be met with the system built,
installed and commissioned to the saWsfacWon of ABS Survey. Given the high
consequences of an impact between the IMV and the Kupe plaVorm AMOG
recommend that the thruster system, including its power, distribuWon, control and
posiWon reference systems meet the redundancy requirement of ABS DPS-2.
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(xiv)

If TTR elect not to meet the redundancy requirements of ABS DPS-2 TTR should
clearly deﬁne their procedures to address what protecWve measures are proposed
should any aspect of the thruster system and all its associated systems be rendered
out of service by accident or planned maintenance. Such miWgaWon measures
should be demonstrated as being immediately available in the event of a mooring
leg failure.

(xv)

TTR shall ensure that, when the IMV is operaWng in any posiWon where a staWon
keeping failure may result in a potenWal collision of the IMV or its dragged mooring
system with Kupe Assets, the thruster system be fully operaWonal and acWve to
enable immediate control of the IMV in the event of an incident with the IMV’s
mooring system. This shall include having such power generaWon capacity on line at
these Wmes.

(xvi)

TTR shall ensure that no part of the TAM is deliberately taken out of service for
planned maintenance in any posiWon where a staWon keeping failure may result in a
potenWal collision of the IMV or its dragged mooring system with Kupe Assets. This
shall include mooring components, thruster inspecWons and posiWon reference
systems.

(xvii)

TTR shall ensure that a Barge Management System be installed and operaWonal on
all TTR vessels operaWng in the permit area. This Barge Management System shall
track all posiWons of TTR vessels and clearly show the current posiWon of mooring
lines deployed from the IMV. Exclusion zones shall be established around all
mooring lines to reduce the risk of vessel collision and cascading mooring failure. A
display from this Barge Management system shall be made available by TTR to the
OERKL control room for the Kupe Assets.

(xviii)

TTR shall provide independent veriﬁcaWon that the intended thruster capacity is
adequate to maintain the IMV posiWon/heading in the event of a mooring failure. It
is expected that there will be situaWons where there will be signiﬁcant reducWon in
thruster eﬀecWveness due to interacWon eﬀects with other thrusters (parWcularly
for south-easterly condiWons), the hull and seabed. Furthermore the eﬀects of
mining to the seabed (trenches, spoil mounds) will inﬂuence both thruster
hydrodynamic performance and the hydrodynamic loads on the hull. These eﬀects
shall be speciﬁcally addressed in this capacity assessment.

(xix)

TTR shall present mooring analysis to demonstrate that the mooring system can
accommodate the loads from the strong south-easterly jet winds that run through
the Cook Straight. These will impact the IMV beam-on to the predominant wave
direcWon.

(xx)

TTR shall provide, for independent review, its plan for the operaWon of the TAM
system and the segregaWon of thruster power supply, control and distribuWon from
that required for mining operaWons. This shall include details of such measures
taken to ensure that the TAM system remains fully operaWonal in the event of an
emergency aboard the IMV.

(xxi)

TTR shall detail their procedures for the regular recovery and seYng of the IMV
anchors such that the required anchor holding capacity is achieved. TTR shall
commit that this operaWon be witnessed by an independent party (i.e., ABS) to
ensure that the intended integrity of the mooring system is achieved.
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(xxii)

TTR shall detail their miWgaWon measures to address the reduced staWon keeping
integrity of the mooring whilst recovering, running and re-seYng anchors. As a
four-legged system, the mooring will be in a state of a single line failure for
substanWal periods during this phase of operaWons, requiring the IMV to rely on
thruster posiWoning and heading control. The proposed TAM system with no
redundancy means that there is an elevated risk of loss of posiWon during these
Wmes. TTR shall also detail their conWngency procedures in the event of a failure of
any system or vessel associated with this phase of operaWon such that a mooring
leg cannot be returned to eﬀecWve service within the duraWon of the intended
procedure.

(xxiii)

TTR should clearly deﬁne their planned inspecWon regime for these safety criWcal
TAM systems including the proposed discard criteria for the mooring wires.

2.3

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.3.1

Replenishment
Underway replenishment at sea is a highly complex task that requires well trained personnel and
robust equipment. Given the complex SIMOPS environment in which the TTR ﬁeld will be operated
with AHT, refuelling vessel, FSO, IMV and crawler operaWons all occurring, there are a number of
credible scenarios which could lead to failure and possible spills. There appears to be considerable
further work required in the development of plans and procedures to adequately address the risks
associated with this task.

2.3.2

Tailings
TTR proposes to leave pits and mounds of tailings in place. These seabed features will lead to local
wave enhancement and will reduce the safe navigaWon depth available.
In the short term, the tailing mounds may represent a risk to navigaWon by vessels including the FSO,
CEV, AHT and drilling ship. The proposed project area varies in water depth between 20 and 50 m.
The extracWon process will leave one mound of extracted material immediately adjacent to the ﬁrst
extracWon pass. This mound could be as high as 9 m according to Clause 59 of the proposed Consent
CondiWons in The ApplicaWon [3]. When considering variaWon in Wdal levels, and wave acWon the
under-keel clearance of vessels in this area will be drasWcally reduced to less than 10 m and present
a risk of grounding. The IMV for instance has a 12 m design draught and would be at risk of
grounding on one of these mounds during low Wdes.
Furthermore the low water depth will have an eﬀect on the performance of the thruster system. If
engaged, the thrusters may ingest large quanWWes of sands which will reduce their eﬀecWveness and
may cause failures of the thruster system. It should be noted, that as a result of the operaWonal
design described in Figure 6 the Bow thrusters of the IMV will always be posiWoned in close
proximity to the ﬁrst tailings mound. As such, this is not considered an unlikely scenario and
presents a signiﬁcant risk of failure to the thruster system, and if the weather then builds from an
unfavourable direcWon the mooring system could fail and the IMV could loose posiWon control and
begin driGing toward the WHP.
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In the longer term, both mounds and pits are likely to last for decades, but are unlikely to pose
signiﬁcant risks to OERKL except in their immediate vicinity. Most of the area to be mined lies above
the 35 m contour and at those depths the mounds will be reduced to half their height in less than 10
years (Document [54], Table 1). At 45 m depth the Wme increases to about 100 years as the waveinduced velociWes are very small at these depths. This topic is covered more fully in SecWon 3.2.1.

Figure 6: Sequence of typical ExtracWon operaWons.
(Figure 2.7 from [3])
RecommendaNons:
(xxiv)

TTR should provide comment on the implicaWons to the integrity of the IMV's safety
criWcal thruster system of the proximity to the ﬁrst tailings mound.
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RISKS TO PHYSICAL ASSETS
In SecWon 2 a number of codiﬁed design requirements were idenWﬁed which aﬀect the suitability of
the proposed mooring design and marine spread for maintaining posiWon in large storm events. This
secWon presents the key issues idenWﬁed with respect to the potenWal risks to exisWng OERKL
infrastructure.

3.1

PHYSICAL IMPACT

3.1.1

Physical Impact – OperaNonal Context
TTR acknowledges that the Kupe JV are a party with an exisWng interest to this project. OERKL
operates the Kupe ﬁeld on behalf of its JV partners, whose assets include the Kupe WHP and the
pipeline system to shore. The Kupe Assets have a declared safety zone around the WHP per
ConWnental Shelf RegulaWons 2006 and the Submarine Cables and Pipelines ProtecWon (Kupe Gas
Project) Order 2008. TTR proposes to conduct seabed mining operaWons for a period of 20 years
(whilst seeking a Marine Consent Order for 35 years) in an area immediately adjacent to the southwest through to the east of the Kupe WHP. Under the dominant operaWng and storm environments
at the Kupe ﬁeld, the Kupe Assets are down wind of the TTR mining ﬂeet.
The presence of an eﬀecWvely permanent ﬂeet of inﬁeld vessels immediately adjacent to the Kupe
Assets substanWally raises the risk of collision for the WHP. The WHP is designed to withstand impact
of a supply vessel at low speed, however the displacement of the IMV of 180,000 t is two orders of
magnitude greater than the impacWng supply vessel displacement assumed in the design. Any
contact of the IMV with the WHP is likely to cause signiﬁcant and catastrophic damage to the WHP
and the wells contained within the WHP structure. The displacements of the FSO and CEV (80,000 t
and 180,000 t respecWvely) are also well in excess of the displacement of the typical impacWng
supply vessel assumed in the design.
The risk of collision for the Kupe WHP is also increased due to the increased level of passing vessels
providing supplies to the IMV and FSO (parWcularly if they are based from the Port of Taranaki).
SecWon 2.3.7.1 of The ApplicaWon [3] states that the FSO to CEV transfer operaWon would take place
in a locaWon to the south-west of the project area, at least 2 km from the IMV (but at the shortest
possible distance from the FSO). This places the CEV and FSO up weather of the Kupe WHP, with the
potenWal for any loss of steerage on the CEV or DP capability of the FSO resulWng in driG direcWons
towards the Kupe Assets. OGP (2010) [65] provides a range of staWsWcs for passing vessel and
visiWng vessel collisions with ﬁxed plaVorms. Current failure staWsWc data for permanent mooring
systems [66] indicate annual failure probabiliWes similar to the collision frequency rates for vessels in
the UK ConWnental Shelf. Whilst the ulWmate collision probability will be dependent on the actual
course relaWve to the Kupe WHP and on the ability of the vessel to adjust course to avoid impact,
the locaWon of the Project Area in very close proximity to the Kupe WHP and the prevailing storm
direcWons substanWally increase the risk of a collision resulWng in signiﬁcant catastrophic damage to
the Kupe WHP given the displacements of the main vessels for TTR’s proposed mining operaWon.
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TTR has not presented adequate informaWon regarding the risk of its marine operaWons to the Kupe
WHP. Similar concerns relate to the situaWon where the IMV drags it anchors, whereby damage to
the Kupe pipeline and associated control umbilical may be sustained. The marine traﬃc study
performed by TTR [59] conﬁrmed that marine traﬃc in the region was low to very low, with the
majority of vessels entering the area actually associated with OEKRL acWviWes. The presence of the
proposed mining operaWons substanWally alters the risk of marine collision for the OEKRL operaWon.
These risks increase further should OEKRL be undertaking well intervenWon operaWons with a jackup MODU at the Kupe WHP.
RecommendaNons:

3.1.2

(xxv)

TTR shall present detailed emergency response procedure addressing such
incidents as mooring leg failure, loss of heading control, thruster drive oﬀ,
disablement of thruster system etc such that OERKL may saWsfy itself that the risk
of collision between TTR assets and Kupe Assets may be considered ALARP.

(xxvi)

TTR shall detail its plan to manage mining operaWons in the event that a jack up drill
rig is temporarily moored adjacent to the Kupe plaVorm prior to spudding in or
jacking down of a rig.

(xxvii)

Depending on IMV locaWon and relocaWon operaWons, mining acWviWes and
mooring lines may impact with exisWng abandoned well-heads within the proposed
TTR mining operaWons area (e.g. Kupe South-4 well-head.) TTR shall detail its plan
to ensure that both its operaWons and the abandoned well heads are not placed at
risk by the mining acWviWes.

Speciﬁc Risks Arising From PosiNon Keeping Of The IMV Vessel
A detailed review of the staWon-keeping risks associated with the TAM proposed in The ApplicaWon
[3] along with recommendaWons is presented in SecWon 2.2.

3.1.3

Speciﬁc Risks Arising From FSO OperaNons
Based on AMOGs review of the The ApplicaWon [3] and it's supporWng documents AMOG consider;
●

That as the FSO operates under DP-2 in close proximity up weather of the IMV any error in
staWon keeping between the two vessels may result in collision and loss of staWon. The
transfer operaWon proposed has the FSO and IMV Bow to Bow with only a 70-100m
separaWon. This places the FSO up-weather based on the most prevalent wave direcWon. As
such any failure in the FSO staWon keeping would likely result in a collision between the FSO
and IMV or its mooring lines, resulWng in a subsequent failure in the IMV’s staWon-keeping
means.

●

FSO draught is such that there is strong likelihood of IMV mooring line clashing with the FSO
hull should the FSO lose posiWon, driG-oﬀ, drive-oﬀ or be manoeuvred incorrectly within the
mooring spread of the IMV. Figure 5 evidences this.

RecommendaNons:
(xxviii)

TTR shall present its joint operaWng procedures for the transshipment of ore
between the IMV and the FSO for independent review.

(xxix)

TTR shall ensure that no transhipments take place when any aspect of the thruster
or mooring system is inoperaWve due to maintenance or failure.
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Speciﬁc Risks Arising From AHT OperaNons
Based on AMOGs review of the The ApplicaWon [3] and it's supporWng documents AMOG consider:
●

The proposed anchoring buﬀer zone around the proposed Project Area does not provide
suﬃcient clearance between the Kupe Safety Zone and potenWal anchor locaWons for the AHT
to recover and set anchors. The AHT will need to pull away from the anchor in order to
recover/re-set it and may need signiﬁcant amounts of work wire out to do so. Based on the
minimum mooring line lengths to prevent liG-oﬀ at the anchor, the anchors must be placed at
the edge of the proposed buﬀer zone, therefore placing the AHT potenWally inside the Kupe
Safety Zone during recovery and anchor seYng operaWons. The pull direcWon will be towards
the Kupe plaVorm and any failure of the AHT winch line or mooring leg under load places the
Kupe WHP at risk of collision from the AHT.

●

AHT operaWons within the TTR Project Area/Anchor Buﬀering Zone may result in vessel
impact with the IMV mooring lines. Such impact may result in damage to the AHT propulsion
equipment, leaving the vessel in a distressed condiWon with risk of driGing into the Kupe
faciliWes under the prevailing weather. Figure 5 evidences this.

●

The AHT will have its own operability limits which may/may not align with those required to
service the IMV operability limits. If the AHT has to abandon the ﬁeld due to a fast rising
storm the IMV may be leG in an unsecured conﬁguraWon i.e. only 1 or 2 legs connected. In the
presence of a large storm this would leave the IMV at a high risk of mooring failure.

RecommendaNons:
(xxx)

That TTR review the proposed anchoring buﬀer zone with respect to AHT
operaWons, in parWcular acWviWes where there is potenWal for the AHT to approach
the Kupe Safety Zone intenWonally or accidentally.

(xxxi)

Mooring line and anchor buﬀer zone (CondiWon 62) should be revised to consider
the requirements for the AHT to recover and set anchors. The Project Area needs to
be reduced in size such that the Anchor Buﬀer Zone does not require the AHT to
enter the Kupe PlaVorm Safety Zone in order for it to undertake its anchor recovery
and seYng operaWons. Furthermore the anchor buﬀer zone should be revised to
consider mining operaWons in the north-east quadrant where the anchor buﬀer
zone boundary coincides with the edge of the TTR project area.

(xxxii)

TTR present its operaWonal criteria for the recovery and reset of anchors. This
should include such operability assessment as would permit an assessment of the
likelihood that an anchor handling operaWon cannot be completed due a fast rising
storm.

(xxxiii)

TTR present for review its anchor handling procedures, including conWngencies in
case that the AHT is unable to reset an anchor prior to a fast rising storm.
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LOCALISED ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES
The TTR operaWon may result in localised environmental changes that have an impact on asset
faWgue life. This secWon presents some of the potenWal causes.
The mining and backﬁlling will create a general lowering of the seabed by 1 m with a pit of depth
≤ 10 m and a mound of height ≤ 9 m at opposite ends of each mined row. Each pit and mound will
be approximately 300 x 300 m in plan. The pits and mounds have the potenWal to focus currents and
wave energy and to migrate with Wme as the localised ﬂow disturbance aﬀects the surrounding
seascape. A revised assessment of these issues has been given in [10].

3.2.1

Wave Loading
OERKL infrastructure may be adversely aﬀected by local increases in wave loading caused by TTR
operaWons.
The general seabed lowering will cause a minor reducWon of wave height within the mined area but
will not impact on OERKL operaWons or assets. However, previous studies [58] have shown that in
water of depth ≤ 20 m focusing of wave acWon by pits and mounds could add “up to … 7-12% to
wave height … in the immediate vicinity of the dredged pits and mounds”. Thus, if a mound migrated
to within about 300 m of an OERKL asset, without loss of crest height, it could signiﬁcantly increase
wave loading on the asset. MigraWon rates and levelling of pits and mounds have been re-examined
in detail in [10], conﬁrming that the risk is quite minor.
Considering this point in more detail, migraWon rates of actual pits were reviewed in [10], largely
based on the authoritaWve review of van Rijn et al. (2005) [60]. Measured migraWon rates were
subject to great variability, but averaged 15 m/yr in water typically about 15 m deep, reducing
rapidly as water depth increased. While migraWng, the pits are inﬁlling and the mounds are eroding.
For this project, using a model calibrated against site data from other locaWons, the Wme for 50%
ﬁlling of a 10 m deep pit in 20 m of water was predicted to be 39 years and for 50% reducWon of a
10 m high mound was 9 years. The Wmes increased with depth. These Wmes are comparable with
the service life of the OERKL faciliWes and a remnant pit and mound topography will be a permanent
feature of the mined area. The slow migraWon rates mean that the pits and mounds are unlikely to
migrate suﬃciently to change condiWons at the Kupe plaVorm. The procedure followed in [10] is
best pracWce and, although the numerical results have not been checked, the results accord with
typical observaWonal data.
RecommendaNon:
(xxxiv)

TTR shall commit to undertake bathymetric surveys annually for 2 years around the
boundaries of OERKL exclusion zones (exisWng or future) to determine any
migraWon of the mound and pit bathymetry. If migraWon is detected, local
miWgaWon may be required and the mound and pit placement or elevaWons
redesigned to minimise risks of migraWon onto assets. OERKL shall be supplied with
the results of these surveys within 20 days of their compleWon.
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DeposiNon
OERKL infrastructure may be aﬀected by deposiWon associated with sediment plume dispersion.
A risk that is adequately idenWﬁed and treated in [57], and conﬁrmed for the current tailings proﬁle
in [55], is that the minor increases in wave height re-suspending sediment may bury the pipeline.
The maximum increase in sedimentaWon from all causes is esWmated to be <3 mm/yr. This eﬀect is
considered unimportant.

3.2.3

Pipeline Spanning Or Burial Due To Sediment MigraNon
The general seabed lowering is not expected to impact on exisWng OERKL pipelines. However, the
pits and mounds have the potenWal to migrate, which could cause pipeline spanning or burial. A
revised assessment of pit and mound migraWon and levelling has been given in [10].
Some seabed migraWon and burial/spanning risk already exists, since the undisturbed seabed in the
mining area is based on 7,000-9,000 year old sand dunes on top of which ribbons of lighter mobile
sand are found. The sand ribbons may comprise ripples and have relief of about 1 m [61]. Informal
advice from Met-ocean SoluWons is that the underlying dunes are cemented relict dunes, although
Lewis implies some movement of this unit occurs during major storms. MigraWon rates and levelling
of pits and mounds have been re-examined in detail in [10], conﬁrming that the addiWonal risk
introduced by the pits and mounds is quite minor as migraWon rates are low and the pits and
mounds level over Wme.
While this evidence suggests the likelihood of pit and mound migraWon to the OERKL assets is low,
the consequences of pits and mounds around the pipeline asset are severe as they could lead to
burial and or spanning which can lead to VIV and faWgue cracking in the pipeline. As such,
monitoring to ensure that increased sediment loads or large pits and mounds do not reach OERKL
assets is advised.
RecommendaNons:
As per RecommendaWon (xxxiv)
(xxxv)

3.2.4

Independent detailed review of the methodology and numerical results given in
SecWon 6 of [10], is performed.

Cathodic ProtecNon
Mining acWvity may aﬀect the performance of cathodic protecWon arrangements currently installed
on subsea assets. Residual iron ore present in the iron sands tailings may be transported to the
OERKL infrastructure and cause accelerated corrosion of the cathodic protecWon systems.
Accelerated depleWon of cathodic protecWon arrangements for Kupe Assets may leave the OERKL
infrastructure exposed to corrosion damage.
RecommendaNons:
(xxxvi)

TTR shall present assessment of the impact of suspended iron ore tailings on the
cathodic protecWon systems associated with IMV safety criWcal systems (thrusters
etc) and adjacent Kupe Asset infrastructure.
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IMPACT TO CURRENT OPERATIONS
Current OERKL operaWons may be aﬀected by the presence of the TTR assets. The following
examples are germane:
1.

There has been no consideraWon of the impacts of the posiWon of the IMV and its mooring on
the ability of OERKL to tow in and install a jack-up drilling rig within the OERKL lease area.
Depending on the locaWon of the FPSO, the approach paths for a drilling rig may be
compromised by the IMV, the mooring, or the sediment plume.

2.

Increased turbidity due to discharges of tailings and backﬁll, resuspension of backﬁll, and
suspension of soG substrate will reduce visibility for diver and ROV operaWons.
Reduced visibility during ROV and diver inspecWon surveys will likely increase the cost of such
survey campaigns. It also increases the risk that deterioraWon of the OERKL assets is not
idenWﬁed during the surveys which may lead to unexpected failures with more costly
remediaWon measures.
The largest source of such plumes is expected to be the discharge of tailings, and this has
been extensively modelled. Other sources of sediment that have been modelled are the
undisturbed bed and the backﬁlled sea bed though these have been shown to be much less
important. Sediment suspension from the substrate has not been modelled despite the
known occurrence of patches of readily suspended mud. The revised sediment plume model
[8] has been extensively validated and predicts the Wme history of nearshore SSC well.
However it consistently underesWmates the magnitudes of SSC, typically by a factor of 2,
parWcularly for low values and there is no menWon of this fact being used to recalibrate the
model. The SSC will be largest close to the source and will fall rapidly for about 10 km, then
more gradually but persisWng for tens of kilometres to the south-east. The locaWon of the
higher concentraWons is largely controlled by the wind, hence low visibility is unlikely to be
sustained for more than a few days at a Wme except during the mining of area 'Dianne'. With
the corrected hydraulic sediment size distribuWon resulWng from the inclusion of ﬂocculaWon,
the eﬀect on the total SSC (plume + natural background) nearshore is expected to be
negligible.
The opWcal water quality studies uWlise the sediment plume model and opWcal data to assess
visibility. Studies reported in the TTR applicaWon of 2014 [55] found that underwater visibility
will be reduced noWceably in an ellipWcal area about 50 km SE-NW x 20 km SW-NE, centred on
the tailings discharge point, with the extreme being for the site nearest to Kupe in the mining
area ‘Dianne’ where visibility was predicted to be reduced from a median of 7.2 m to 1.5 m,
the eﬀect reducing to a reducWon of a factor of 2 at 10km to the east, in the main axis of the
plume. Such a reducWon would be likely to signiﬁcantly impact ROV surveys which typically
require visibility to be greater than 5 m for operaWons to be conducted eﬃciently. The revised
sediment properWes have reduced predicted SSC values signiﬁcantly and would be expected
to have reduced the area aﬀected by low visibility, however no data comparable to the above
have been provided.
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RecommendaNons:

3.

(xxxvii)

Data on sediment ﬂocculaWon in redacted reports (Reports HRW1, 2 [48], NIWA_3
[50]) be made available so that the validity of the claimed reducWon of plume SSC
may be assessed.

(xxxviii)

TTR provide corrected visibility limits at Kupe and at the inshore border of the
mining lease comparable to those provided in the 2014 revision by Hadﬁeld in [55]
and Table 6-1 of [17].

Sediment suspension from the substrate, below the iron sand strata, has not been modelled
despite the known occurrence of patches of readily suspended mud. Exposure of soG
substrate beneath the mined sand is a possibility.
Mining is proposed to a maximum depth of 11 m below natural seabed level. The proﬁle
sampler has a maximum depth of penetraWon of 11 m and its samples are averaged over a
1 m intervals to give representaWve composiWons. Thus the deepest representaWve sample
will be from a depth of 10.5 m. This is less than the maximum mining depth and is inadequate
to idenWfy the possibility of negligible residual sand cover over soG substrate.

RecommendaNons:

4.

(xxxix)

Mining depth be restricted to 1 m less than the depth of maximum penetraWon of
the grade sampler.

(xl)

A minimum residual sand layer of 0.4 m be provided where the substrate comprises
a large fracWon of ﬁnes and is liable to be suspended.

Increased suspended sediment concentraWons, as detailed above, mean that more sediment
will be ingested into cooling and wash water systems on the Kupe WHP, jack-ups and work
boats.

RecommendaNon:
As per RecommendaWon (xxxvii)
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RISKS TO EXPLORATION POTENTIAL AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
A number of risks to future expansion have been idenWﬁed as not being adequately addressed in the
TTR submission. These fall under the following broad categories:
●

Geostability;

●

Met-ocean Changes; and

●

Simultaneous OperaWons (SIMOPS).

In addiWon to the risk to future exploraWon, the presence of a mining operaWon with an overlapping
claim presents a risk to future developments.
Examples of each of these potenWal impacts are provided below.

4.1

EXPLORATION POTENTIAL

4.1.1

Geostability

4.1.1.1 Backﬁll Density
The deposited backﬁll will have reduced bearing capacity which may impact on future operaWons.
Although of low probability, spud can punch through will be more likely than at present.
Geotechnical data for the backﬁll have not been provided, however, the backﬁll will not contain silt
or clay size material and will be hydraulically placed so will have a bulk density comparable to but
less than that of the undisturbed iron sand. Looser sand has a lower fricWon angle and lower bearing
resistance coeﬃcients. The reduced bearing capacity of the backﬁll may reduce foundaWon capacity
for jack-ups and pipelines. More seriously, where the substrata are weaker than the sands, as with
the muddy soils in some locaWons, break-through of a leg into the weaker layer is possible if the
depth of the overlying sand is too small. Although this is readily accommodated in design [37],
provided that a bore hole is drilled at each jackup site, as stated to be current pracWce [37]. The
recommendaWon proposed is to provide data to ensure that future drilling contractors do not inﬂate
prices to cover addiWonal unknown risks.
RecommendaNons:
(xli)

Within 30 days of compleWon of backﬁlling of each block, TTR is to supply OERKL
with a plan showing contours of ﬁll upper surface, excavated surface and lower
surface of the iron sand.

(xlii)

Within 30 days of compleWon of backﬁlling of each block, TTR is to supply OERKL
with data on the geotechnical properWes of the backﬁll as placed. As a minimum
this will include grain size distribuWon, mineral composiWon, in-situ bulk density,
and cone penetrometer or equivalent shear strength values.
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4.1.1.2 LiquefacDon
There is an increased risk of soil liquefacWon beneath any future pipelines crossing backﬁlled areas.
There is a high risk of liquefacWon of the undisturbed iron sands in an earthquake, subject to
detailed geotechnical invesWgaWon. The likelihood is greater for the less dense backﬁll. LiquefacWon
under wave acWon is unlikely, although some reworking of the backﬁll may occur. LiquefacWon in the
backﬁlled “pits and mounds” topography could result in slumping of mounds and increased
likelihood of pipeline burial or displacement. The increase in risk will diminish as the topography is
levelled and the backﬁll consolidates over Wme.
RecommendaNons:
As per RecommendaWons (xli) and (xlii)
(xliii)

That TTR confer with OERKL regarding the sequence of blocks to ensure that any
proposed pipeline corridor has Wme to consolidate, based on the geotechnical data
relevant to that block.

Figure 7: (Figure 17-1) - Risk of liquefacWon of TTR iron sand and backﬁll, reference gradings
from Port & Harbour Research InsWtute. 1997. Handbook on liquefaction and remediation of
reclaimed land, A. A. Balkema, RoXerdam, The Netherlands; cited in J. S. Damgaard; B. M. Sumer; T.
C. Teh; A. C. Palmer; P. Foray; and D. Osorio (2006). Guidelines for Pipeline On-BoXom Stability on
Liqueﬁed Noncohesive Seabeds, Waterway, Port, Coastal, Ocean Eng. 2006.132:300-309.

4.1.1.3 Uneven Bathymetry
The presence of pits and mounds in the backﬁlled area, or the migraWon of the pits and mounds,
could result in pipeline spanning for future pipelines.
Some seabed migraWon and burial/spanning risk already exists, since the undisturbed seabed in the
mining area is based on 7,000-9,000 year old sand dunes on top of which ribbons of lighter mobile
sand are found. The dunes “are generally 4-12 m high, several hundred metres wide and several
kilometres long”[61] and thus are comparable in size (although longer) with the proposed mounds.
The addiWonal risk is small.
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RecommendaNons:
As per RecommendaWons (xli) and (xliii)

4.2

MET-OCEAN CHANGES
The pit and mound bathymetry will cause minor local increases in wave height. Future design
criteria may be aﬀected by these alteraWons in local wave height for faciliWes within the backﬁlled
areas.
Previous studies [58] have shown that in water of depth ≤ 20 m focusing of wave acWon by pits and
mounds could add “up to … 7-12% to wave height … in the immediate vicinity of the dredged pits
and mounds”, at the shallow, landward end of the mining lease. Thus, if a future facility was located
within about 300 m of a recently placed pit or mound, in the shallower water, it could signiﬁcantly
increase wave loading on the facility. Levelling of pits and mounds has been re-examined in detail in
[10]. For this project, using a model calibrated against site data from other locaWons, the Wme for
50% ﬁlling of a 10 m deep pit in 20 m of water was predicted to be 39 years and for 50% reducWon
of a 10 m high mound was 9 years. The Wmes increased with depth. These Wmes indicate that some
risk of a small impact remains for many years in the criWcal localiWes.
RecommendaNons:
As per RecommendaWons (xxxiv), (xli) and (xliii).

4.3

SIMULTANEOUS OPERATIONS
The following Simultaneous OperaWons (SIMOPS) were idenWﬁed being likely to require future
consultaWon:
1.

Jack up drilling operaNons - There has been no consideraWon of the impacts of the posiWon
of the IMV and it's mooring and the ability of OERKL to tow in and pre-moor a jack-up drilling
rig within the OERKL lease area.

2.

Seismic Survey OperaNons - If required to support further exploraWon development, seismic
survey vessels and their associated streamers would be hampered by the presence of the IMV
at it's mooring and the FSO in the vicinity.

3.

Resupply, Maintenance and Abandonment - The large footprint of the IMV and her mooring,
and the increased acWvity in the ﬁeld including export operaWons between the FSO and CEV,
grade drilling operaWons may restrict the access for subsea construcWon, intervenWon and
abandonment acWviWes.

RecommendaNons:
(xliv)

TTR shall engage with OERKL to develop a SIMOPs and CommunicaWon
management plan for all acWviWes within PML #38416.

(xlv)

TTR must provide forecasts of mining acWviWes conducted in the PML #38416.
Forecasts should be updated quarterly and extend for at least 12 months.

(xlvi)

OERKL operaWons should be given precedence for all operaWons conducted in the
PML #38416.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The presence of a mining operaWon with an overlapping claim presents a risk to future
developments in the Kupe ﬁeld. OERKL maintain the rights to explore and extract any hydrocarbon
resources in the Kupe ﬁeld. There appears to be no consideraWon of compeWng interests which
might arise if OERKL decide to expand their infrastructure further into the proposed project area.
There is no consideraWon of, or provision for, the potenWal installaWon of We-back pipelines to the
Kupe WHP. NoWng the posiWons of the Momoho and Kupe South 5 wellheads, and the potenWal for
further development to the south of the exisWng WHP, there is a possibility that future Webacks
could pass directly through the proposed mining area. In this event, the TTR mining operaWons
would aﬀect OERKL in the following ways:
1.

ConstrucWon acWviWes - The presence of the IMV, mooring and supporWng vessels including
the AHT may limit the access to the site during construcWon of the pipeline and We back.

2.

Changes in the seabed proﬁle – The changed seabed proﬁle including tailing mounds and pits
would aﬀect a new development in the following ways:
2.i.

ExploraWon and construcWon acWviWes requiring placing structures on the seabed may be
subject to less stable seabed properWes.

2.ii.

The route of any pipelines may be extended to avoid any pits and mounds which could
add addiWonal capital expenditure to the project.

2.iii.

The presence of pits and mounds could lead to the spanning of any newly installed
pipelines which would expose the pipelines to the potenWal of VIV and consequently
faWgue cracking.

2.iv.

The presence of pits and mounds in the project area will cause local variaWons in current
near the seaﬂoor which may increase the required design loads on subsea equipment.

3.

Exclusion zones – Once installed exclusion zones would be established around any subsea
infrastructure to protect them. This would include restricWons on mooring lines crossing
pipelines to remove the threat of anchor drag damage. Obviously such an exclusion zone
would limit the mineable area for the TTR project. It is unclear with two compeWng permits
for the one locaWon which claim has priority when one operaWon encroaches on another.

RecommendaNons:
(xlvii)

OERKL should retain all rights to explore and develop assets in the PML #38416.

(xlviii)

A 500 m protecWon zone should be placed around the Momoho and Kupe South 5
wellheads.
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INTANGIBLES
A number of addiWonal potenWal impacts were idenWﬁed that may aﬀect OERKL's ongoing
operaWons or standing in the local community. These have been broadly categorised as economic,
regulatory or social issues.

5.1

ECONOMIC
The following potenWal economic impacts were idenWﬁed:
1.

There is a risk to OERKL that the specialist services sought by TTR may draw on the pool of
resources currently available to OERKL. This could result in wage growth due to increased
compeWWon for personnel.

2.

There is a risk to OERKL that the specialist products sought by TTR may place pressure on the
suppliers currently available to OERKL. This could result in price increases to meet demand.

3.

The impact of the TTR acWviWes on the local environment may result in the devaluing of the
licence area.

4.

Insurance Premiums may increase as a result of the cumulaWve risk resulWng from TTR's
acWviWes.

RecommendaNons:

5.2

(xlix)

TTR must acWvely engage with OERKL and their insurers to determine if the
increased acWvity near the plaVorm will cause an increase in insurance premiums.
In the event that premiums do increase TTR should compensate OERKL for the
increased cost.

(l)

TTR must conﬁrm that their insurance cover is adequate and speciﬁcally addresses
that TTR assets could cause catastrophic damage, up to and including total loss to
OERKL assets.

REGULATORY
The following potenWal regulatory impacts were idenWﬁed:
1.

CumulaWve risk proﬁles may lead to more stringent licence condiWons being imposed on
OERKL resulWng in increased costs for operaWons and future development.

2.

It is possible that any non indigenous species introduced as a result of TTR operaWons could
colonise at the Kupe WHP.

RecommendaNon:
(li)

TTR must engage an independent reviewer of the baseline environmental survey
methodology to ensure that suﬃciently broad and accurate dataset is gathered.
Any future environmental impact over and above that measured in the baseline
environmental survey must be aXributed to TTR.
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SOCIAL
Any adverse social impact resulWng from TTRs's acWviWes are likely to have a negaWve aﬀect on
OERKL by associaWon. These could include: helicopter noise, noise from vessel operaWons or
transfers, oil spill, spills or accidental discharges of tailings or wastes, turbidity or water
discolouraWon, changes to nearshore bathymetry that aﬀect surﬁng or shoreline stability, economic
and social eﬀects arising from employment on the operaWons.
Some of these concerns are considered in the context of technical/engineering/scienWﬁc
assessments and are commented upon in the following paragraphs. An overview of managing these
issues is given in SecWon 4.3.4 Management of PotenWal Adverse Social Impacts of the applicaWon of
The ApplicaWon [3].
That described in SecWon 4.3.4 outlines a plan which lacks suﬃcient detail to determine its eﬃcacy.
A professionally managed, adequately resourced, and management supported acWvity is required
from the date of approval of this proposal. It appears that community concerns and aYtudes have
not been widely and systemaWcally sampled. The plans for future community informaWon and
two-way liaison need to be expanded and clariﬁed: the website needs to provide for two-way
communicaWon, the update interval should be stated, provisions for non-electronic communicaWon
and for phone and electronic communicaWon should be deﬁned. The funcWon and structure of the
proposed community meeWngs should be clariﬁed, noWng that such meeWngs are likely to be
confrontaWonist rather than collaboraWve.
In The ApplicaWon, TTR recognises OERKL as a party with an exisWng interest in the project area. As a
result of the overlap between the proposed project area and #PML38416, OERKL will be most
aﬀected by the proposed mining operaWons. As such, OERKL’s involvement in the consultaWon and
applicaWon review process should reﬂect the proximity of the operaWons.
RecommendaNons:
(lii)

The Management of PotenWal Adverse Social Impacts be comprehensively
upgraded and a detailed descripWon of this plan be provided.

(liii)

OERKL shall be included in the Technical Review Group (CondiWon 28 of the
CondiWons of Consent).

(liv)

TTR shall develop a consultaWon framework under which OERKL may provide input
into the proposed mining operaWons design and execuWon.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendaWons generated through AMOG’s review of the submiXed documents are
summarised below. These recommendaWons should be incorporated into the CondiWons of Consent
For the TTR Marine Consent ApplicaWon.
(i) It is recommended the requirements for ✠TAM-R be met by TTR as a minimum for the thruster
assisted mooring. Given the safety criWcal nature of the staWon keeping systems in view of the
proximity of operaWons to the Kupe Assets AMOG recommend that the thruster system, including its
power, distribuWon, control and posiWon reference systems meet the redundancy requirement of
ABS DPS-2. [SecWon 2.1, p. 7]
(ii) It is recommended that the ABS requirement for addiWonal notaWon SKP are met for the IMV.
This notaWon presents supplemental informaWon about the staWon keeping performance for
speciﬁed limiWng environmental condiWons, such as wind speed and direcWon, wave height and
frequency, current speed and direcWon. This is of parWcular importance to spread moored systems
which are have a non-homogenous response to met-ocean forcing; and in which the prevailing metocean environment is not unidirecWonal. [SecWon 2.1, p. 7]
(iii) The ApplicaWon and Consent CondiWons should clearly deﬁne the design intent of the IMV
mooring system (permanent versus temporary) and should clearly deﬁne the mode of operaWon
including the normal operaWng condiWon limits and the severe storm condiWon (including the
proposed return period). [SecWon 2.2, p. 13]
(iv) TTR shall design the IMV mooring as a permanent mooring system. As a Permanent mooring
system, CondiWon 63 of the Consent CondiWons should be expanded to include the requirement that
upon each reseYng of an anchor, the proof load test for that anchor is witnessed and approved by
the Class society/marine warranty surveyor. [SecWon 2.2, p. 13]
(v) TTR clearly detail how the IMV will be operated to ‘sit out’ major storm events. Major storm
events place the Kupe JV assets in direct line of driG if the IMV loses staWon. [SecWon 2.2, p. 13]
(vi) The IMV be moored using a 8 point mooring. The four point thruster assisted mooring
inadequate for an operaWon in proximity to a producing hydrocarbon plaVorm. TTR shall clarify if
they have provisional approval from ABS for this mooring concept and demonstrate what measures
they plan to ensure that the proposed mooring system is ﬁt for purpose and meets industry best
pracWce. [SecWon 2.2, p. 14]
(vii) As the thruster assisted mooring system is a safety criWcal system prevenWng the potenWal of
direct impact of the IMV on the Kupe Assets, TTR shall commit to submission of their proposed
system design and, should their applicaWon be successful, their ﬁnal mooring and thruster design
assessment for independent review by OERKL. [SecWon 2.2, p. 14]
(viii) Emergency procedures in the event of a loss of staWon-keeping by the IMV shall be
documented and presented by TTR for review by OERKL. [SecWon 2.2, p. 14]
(ix) TTR shall engage OERKL when developing the Collision ConWngency Management Plan
(CondiWon of Consent 51). [SecWon 2.2, p. 14]
(x) The lack of mooring system redundancy in the proposed four point system will, in the event of a
mooring leg failure, result in a rapid loss of heading and posiWon control. Even in benign
environments (4.0 m Hs) this would likely lead to the failure of the adjacent loaded line in under 4 to
5 minutes of driG from the ﬁrst failure if the thruster system cannot bring the vessel under acWve
control. TTR should perform a full TAM FMECA where control, power generaWon and distribuWon
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conﬁguraWon; operaWonal procedures; system response Wmes and thruster eﬀecWveness are
examined. OperaWng criteria for thrusters (i.e., at which sea-state the thruster system begins to
acWvely assist the posiWon and heading of the vessel) should be clearly stated. [SecWon 2.2, p. 14]
(xi) CondiWon 63 of the Consent CondiWons states that the IMV shall be anchored to the seabed at
all Wmes when the Crawler is operaWng. Whenever the IMV has its anchors reset (every 10 days), the
IMV must rely on thruster assistance to maintain heading and posiWon. CondiWon 63 of the consent
condiWons must address situaWons where mooring or thruster assistance are in degraded capability
situaWon and how IMV is to be removed from ﬁeld to safe locaWon when capability is degraded.
[SecWon 2.2, p. 14]
(xii) During a mooring failure the IMV will yaw considerably, as seen in Figure 3. TTR should
demonstrate that the locaWon and design of the fairleads on the IMV are capable of accommodaWng
the large changes expected in departure angle without the mooring rope clashing with deck
structures or the arWculaWon limits of the fairleads. If the fairleads are deck mounted such clashing
and the likely subsequent wire rope failure would pose a lethal threat to crew in and around the
adjacent deck areas. [SecWon 2.2, p. 14]
(xiii) The TAM mooring design proposed by TTR has no redundancy in the safety criWcal thruster
system. As a minimum the requirements of the new ABS classiﬁcaWon of ✠TAM-R, issued by ABS in
December 2015, should be met with the system built, installed and commissioned to the saWsfacWon
of ABS Survey. Given the high consequences of an impact between the IMV and the Kupe plaVorm
AMOG recommend that the thruster system, including its power, distribuWon, control and posiWon
reference systems meet the redundancy requirement of ABS DPS-2. [SecWon 2.2, p. 14]
(xiv) If TTR elect not to meet the redundancy requirements of ABS DPS-2 TTR should clearly deﬁne
their procedures to address what protecWve measures are proposed should any aspect of the
thruster system and all its associated systems be rendered out of service by accident or planned
maintenance. Such miWgaWon measures should be demonstrated as being immediately available in
the event of a mooring leg failure. [SecWon 2.2, p. 15]
(xv) TTR shall ensure that, when the IMV is operaWng in any posiWon where a staWon keeping failure
may result in a potenWal collision of the IMV or its dragged mooring system with Kupe Assets, the
thruster system be fully operaWonal and acWve to enable immediate control of the IMV in the event
of an incident with the IMV’s mooring system. This shall include having such power generaWon
capacity on line at these Wmes. [SecWon 2.2, p. 15]
(xvi) TTR shall ensure that no part of the TAM is deliberately taken out of service for planned
maintenance in any posiWon where a staWon keeping failure may result in a potenWal collision of the
IMV or its dragged mooring system with Kupe Assets. This shall include mooring components,
thruster inspecWons and posiWon reference systems. [SecWon 2.2, p. 15]
(xvii) TTR shall ensure that a Barge Management System be installed and operaWonal on all TTR
vessels operaWng in the permit area. This Barge Management System shall track all posiWons of TTR
vessels and clearly show the current posiWon of mooring lines deployed from the IMV. Exclusion
zones shall be established around all mooring lines to reduce the risk of vessel collision and
cascading mooring failure. A display from this Barge Management system shall be made available by
TTR to the OERKL control room for the Kupe Assets. [SecWon 2.2, p. 15]
(xviii) TTR shall provide independent veriﬁcaWon that the intended thruster capacity is adequate to
maintain the IMV posiWon/heading in the event of a mooring failure. It is expected that there will be
situaWons where there will be signiﬁcant reducWon in thruster eﬀecWveness due to interacWon
eﬀects with other thrusters (parWcularly for south-easterly condiWons), the hull and seabed.
Furthermore the eﬀects of mining to the seabed (trenches, spoil mounds) will inﬂuence both
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thruster hydrodynamic performance and the hydrodynamic loads on the hull. These eﬀects shall be
speciﬁcally addressed in this capacity assessment. [SecWon 2.2, p. 15]
(xix) TTR shall present mooring analysis to demonstrate that the mooring system can accommodate
the loads from the strong south-easterly jet winds that run through the Cook Straight. These will
impact the IMV beam-on to the predominant wave direcWon. [SecWon 2.2, p. 15]
(xx) TTR shall provide, for independent review, its plan for the operaWon of the TAM system and the
segregaWon of thruster power supply, control and distribuWon from that required for mining
operaWons. This shall include details of such measures taken to ensure that the TAM system remains
fully operaWonal in the event of an emergency aboard the IMV. [SecWon 2.2, p. 15]
(xxi) TTR shall detail their procedures for the regular recovery and seYng of the IMV anchors such
that the required anchor holding capacity is achieved. TTR shall commit that this operaWon be
witnessed by an independent party (i.e., ABS) to ensure that the intended integrity of the mooring
system is achieved. [SecWon 2.2, p. 15]
(xxii) TTR shall detail their miWgaWon measures to address the reduced staWon keeping integrity of
the mooring whilst recovering, running and re-seYng anchors. As a four-legged system, the mooring
will be in a state of a single line failure for substanWal periods during this phase of operaWons,
requiring the IMV to rely on thruster posiWoning and heading control. The proposed TAM system
with no redundancy means that there is an elevated risk of loss of posiWon during these Wmes. TTR
shall also detail their conWngency procedures in the event of a failure of any system or vessel
associated with this phase of operaWon such that a mooring leg cannot be returned to eﬀecWve
service within the duraWon of the intended procedure. [SecWon 2.2, p. 16]
(xxiii) TTR should clearly deﬁne their planned inspecWon regime for these safety criWcal TAM systems
including the proposed discard criteria for the mooring wires. [SecWon 2.2, p. 16]
(xxiv) TTR should provide comment on the implicaWons to the integrity of the IMV's safety criWcal
thruster system of the proximity to the ﬁrst tailings mound. [SecWon 2.3.2, p. 17]
(xxv) TTR shall present detailed emergency response procedure addressing such incidents as
mooring leg failure, loss of heading control, thruster drive oﬀ, disablement of thruster system etc
such that OERKL may saWsfy itself that the risk of collision between TTR assets and Kupe Assets may
be considered ALARP. [SecWon 3.1.1, p. 19]
(xxvi) TTR shall detail its plan to manage mining operaWons in the event that a jack up drill rig is
temporarily moored adjacent to the Kupe plaVorm prior to spudding in or jacking down of a rig.
[SecWon 3.1.1, p. 19]
(xxvii) Depending on IMV locaWon and relocaWon operaWons, mining acWviWes and mooring lines
may impact with exisWng abandoned well-heads within the proposed TTR mining operaWons area
(e.g. Kupe South-4 well-head.) TTR shall detail its plan to ensure that both its operaWons and the
abandoned well heads are not placed at risk by the mining acWviWes. [SecWon 3.1.1, p. 19]
(xxviii) TTR shall present its joint operaWng procedures for the transshipment of ore between the
IMV and the FSO for independent review. [SecWon 3.1.3, p. 19]
(xxix) TTR shall ensure that no transhipments take place when any aspect of the thruster or mooring
system is inoperaWve due to maintenance or failure. [SecWon 3.1.3, p. 19]
(xxx) That TTR review the proposed anchoring buﬀer zone with respect to AHT operaWons, in
parWcular acWviWes where there is potenWal for the AHT to approach the Kupe Safety Zone
intenWonally or accidentally. [SecWon 3.1.4, p. 20]
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(xxxi) Mooring line and anchor buﬀer zone (CondiWon 62) should be revised to consider the
requirements for the AHT to recover and set anchors. The Project Area needs to be reduced in size
such that the Anchor Buﬀer Zone does not require the AHT to enter the Kupe PlaVorm Safety Zone
in order for it to undertake its anchor recovery and seYng operaWons. Furthermore the anchor
buﬀer zone should be revised to consider mining operaWons in the north-east quadrant where the
anchor buﬀer zone boundary coincides with the edge of the TTR project area. [SecWon 3.1.4, p. 20]
(xxxii) TTR present its operaWonal criteria for the recovery and reset of anchors. This should include
such operability assessment as would permit an assessment of the likelihood that an anchor
handling operaWon cannot be completed due a fast rising storm. [SecWon 3.1.4, p. 20]
(xxxiii) TTR present for review its anchor handling procedures, including conWngencies in case that
the AHT is unable to reset an anchor prior to a fast rising storm. [SecWon 3.1.4, p. 20]
(xxxiv) TTR shall commit to undertake bathymetric surveys annually for 2 years around the
boundaries of OERKL exclusion zones (exisWng or future) to determine any migraWon of the mound
and pit bathymetry. If migraWon is detected, local miWgaWon may be required and the mound and pit
placement or elevaWons redesigned to minimise risks of migraWon onto assets. OERKL shall be
supplied with the results of these surveys within 20 days of their compleWon. [SecWon 3.2.1, p. 21]
(xxxv) Independent detailed review of the methodology and numerical results given in SecWon 6 of
[10], is performed. [SecWon 3.2.3, p. 22]
(xxxvi) TTR shall present assessment of the impact of suspended iron ore tailings on the cathodic
protecWon systems associated with IMV safety criWcal systems (thrusters etc) and adjacent Kupe
Asset infrastructure. [SecWon 3.2.4, p. 22]
(xxxvii) Data on sediment ﬂocculaWon in redacted reports (Reports HRW1, 2 [48], NIWA_3 [50]) be
made available so that the validity of the claimed reducWon of plume SSC may be assessed. [SecWon
3.3, p. 24]
(xxxviii) TTR provide corrected visibility limits at Kupe and at the inshore border of the mining lease
comparable to those provided in the 2014 revision by Hadﬁeld in [55] and Table 6-1 of [17]. [SecWon
3.3, p. 24]
(xxxix) Mining depth be restricted to 1 m less than the depth of maximum penetraWon of the grade
sampler. [SecWon 3.3, p. 24]
(xl) A minimum residual sand layer of 0.4 m be provided where the substrate comprises a large
fracWon of ﬁnes and is liable to be suspended. [SecWon 3.3, p. 24]
(xli) Within 30 days of compleWon of backﬁlling of each block, TTR is to supply OERKL with a plan
showing contours of ﬁll upper surface, excavated surface and lower surface of the iron sand.
[SecWon 4.1.1.1, p. 25]
(xlii) Within 30 days of compleWon of backﬁlling of each block, TTR is to supply OERKL with data on
the geotechnical properWes of the backﬁll as placed. As a minimum this will include grain size
distribuWon, mineral composiWon, in-situ bulk density, and cone penetrometer or equivalent shear
strength values. [SecWon 4.1.1.1, p. 25]
(xliii) That TTR confer with OERKL regarding the sequence of blocks to ensure that any proposed
pipeline corridor has Wme to consolidate, based on the geotechnical data relevant to that block.
[SecWon 4.1.1.2, p. 26]
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(xliv) TTR shall engage with OERKL to develop a SIMOPs and CommunicaWon management plan for
all acWviWes within PML #38416. [SecWon 4.3, p. 27]
(xlv) TTR must provide forecasts of mining acWviWes conducted in the PML #38416. Forecasts should
be updated quarterly and extend for at least 12 months. [SecWon 4.3, p. 27]
(xlvi) OERKL operaWons should be given precedence for all operaWons conducted in the PML #38416.
[SecWon 4.3, p. 27]
(xlvii) OERKL should retain all rights to explore and develop assets in the PML #38416. [SecWon 4.4,
p. 28]
(xlviii) A 500 m protecWon zone should be placed around the Momoho and Kupe South 5 wellheads.
[SecWon 4.4, p. 28]
(xlix) TTR must acWvely engage with OERKL and their insurers to determine if the increased acWvity
near the plaVorm will cause an increase in insurance premiums. In the event that premiums do
increase TTR should compensate OERKL for the increased cost. [SecWon 5.1, p. 29]
(l) TTR must conﬁrm that their insurance cover is adequate and speciﬁcally addresses that TTR
assets could cause catastrophic damage, up to and including total loss to OERKL assets. [SecWon 5.1,
p. 29]
(li) TTR must engage an independent reviewer of the baseline environmental survey methodology to
ensure that suﬃciently broad and accurate dataset is gathered. Any future environmental impact
over and above that measured in the baseline environmental survey must be aXributed to TTR.
[SecWon 5.2, p. 29]
(lii) The Management of PotenWal Adverse Social Impacts be comprehensively upgraded and a
detailed descripWon of this plan be provided. [SecWon 5.3, p. 30]
(liii) OERKL shall be included in the Technical Review Group (CondiWon 28 of the CondiWons of
Consent). [SecWon 5.3, p. 30]
(liv) TTR shall develop a consultaWon framework under which OERKL may provide input into the
proposed mining operaWons design and execuWon. [SecWon 5.3, p. 30]
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Origin Energy

Introduction
Origin energy have asked Halliard Consulting to consider the possible impacts a Mineral
Mining Permit (MMP) application might have on their Kupe Gas Field Operations and report
back on their findings. The MMP application has been made by Trans-Tasman Resources
(TTR) for the extraction of iron ore in the South Taranaki Bight (STB).
Due to the imminent deadline of 14th October 2016 for representation to be made this note is
an interim statement while Halliard complete their assessment and formal report. Origin
intend making a final supported submission in time for the deadline for responses in midNovember 2016.
Having read the TTR Impact Assessment /1/ and Appendices /2/ Halliard are of the opinion
that the mineral mining operations could have adverse effect on the Kupe gas field
operations.
The MMP Site
The proposed MMP area straddles the Kupe Field Licence Block, immediately south of the
existing gas platform and pipeline; it will be between 22 and 36km offshore in water depths
of between 20 to 40m. One Kupe sub-sea well lies within the MMP area and further Kupe
wells lie beyond it, to the south. The MMP will last for a period of 20yrs.
The Mining Process
The seabed in the MMP area consists of an 11m-thick sand, that contains up to 10% iron
ore. The mining involves the suction dredging of about 50 million tonnes of material per year
with a seabed crawler. The iron ore will be extracted on-board the 345m-long mining vessel
and the depleted sand re-deposited immediately afterwards on the seabed. It is expected
that 5sqkm of seabed will be mined each year.
A site investigation vessel will first take samples to locate areas with high iron-ore content,
and to determine the distribution of the ore within the thickness of the sand. These areas will
then be mined in groups of six 300sqm blocks, covering a 600x900m rectangular area of
seabed, which is the maximum area that can be reached by the vessel on one anchor
spread.
The suction dredge will operate under the ship’s bow and plough linear cuts back-and-forth
in the sand. The depth of cut will be varied continuously based on the ore distribution found
by the geotechnical vessel. The depleted sand will be deposited by fall-pipe from the rear of
the vessel.
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The process will build a sand berm that is 300m wide, 900m long and up to 10m high on the
seabed as mining commences, once the first 300m wide cut has been made the spoil will
start to infill the extraction pit. The final 300m cut will leave a pit 300m wide by 900m long
and up to 10m deep in the seabed. If the mined areas are not contiguous this sequence of
mount/infill/pit will be repeated throughout the MMP area.
Jack-up Operations
TTR commissioned a report by OCEL /3/ on jack-up operations but this only deals with
spudcan penetration in loose sand, it does not address the practical problems the mining
operations will pose to jack-ups.
The suction dredge will cut a V-shaped trench in the sand. Marine sand typically has a
friction angle of about 30°, so an 11m deep cut will be some 40m wide at the seabed.
However, slopes of 30° are not stable in an active marine environment such as the STB and
the maximum angle of repose for both pits and mounds is likely to be about 15°.
The mining operation will, therefore, created surface slopes on the sides of pits and mounds
and within both of these when the cut depth is varied. It will also create buried slopes
between loose and dense material both on the sides of pits and mounds and in the infilled
pits when the cut depth has been varied.
Jack-ups do not handle uneven seabed well and most jack-up operation manuals specify
maximum slopes on which the rig may be operated (for example 4° for an F&G Mod V
design). Slopes create uneven support below spudcans that result in Rack Phase
Differences (RPDs) /4/ that can break the Jack-ups legs and even lead to total collapse of
the unit, as happened to the Maersk Victory /5/. ISO19905-1, Section 9.4.2 /6/ warns against
this issue.
Jack-up operations can also be affected by punch-throughs and uncontrolled leg-runs if
there is weak soil underneath the seabed sand. While this is acknowledged in the OCEL
report the issue is not developed.
11m of dense sand will usually be sufficient to protect a jack-up from an underlying soft
layer, as spudcan penetration will be small and the stress bulb created by the footing will not
reach the weak layer. But if the dense sand is replaced with loose sand spudcan penetration
will be significant and the remaining thickness of re-compacted sand will mean the stress
bulb will load the weak layer. Halliard does not currently have geotechnical reports for the
Kupe licence block.
Many, but not all, jack-ups that routinely work in 20-40m of water have 14m diameter
spudcans, but some have tubular legs that exert much higher bearing stresses. 11m of
dense sand will support these other rigs but loose sand may not, resulting in very large leg
penetrations, giving issues not only with punch-through but also leg length and leg
extraction.
Platform Foundations
The MMP area does not extend closer to the Kupe gas platform than 1.2km so the proposed
excavations will not have a direct effect on the existing platform’s foundations. However,
contrary to what the OCEL report says the mining operations would have an effect on any
future platform placed within the mined areas. Replacing 11m of dense sand with loose sand
will affect the lateral load resistance of foundation piles. They would have to be stiffer to
carry the same load, meaning a greater diameter, thicker walls, or both.
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Sub-sea Wells
Sub-sea wells have to support bending moments when connected to a drilling unit and be
designed to resist snag loads in operation. Both require lateral load support from the soil. As
with platform piles, the density of the sand surrounding it affects the support offered to a well
conductor.
Pipelines
There are significant bedforms in the Kupe Licence block and MMP area. If these are
removed during the mining operations environmental forces will endeavour to rebuild them.
This requires additional material, which will be taken from somewhere within the sediment
transport system of the STB. The most likely sources are coastal beaches and dunes.
When the environment robs this material, beach levels reduce and dune lines retreat. This
process can expose buried pipeline shore approaches. The Kupe Field has an export
pipeline running north to a landfall near Hawera on the North Island.
If the southern part of the Kupe licence block is developed there are likely to be in-field
pipelines running through the MMP area to the existing Kupe platform. Seabed pits and
mounds left by the mining operations will have to modified or removed to avoid free spans
and unsupported pipe.
Anchoring
The mining vessel has a nominal 2km anchor spread (1km/line). If mining occurs on the
boundary of the permit area its anchors are potentially within the platform’s 500m exclusion
zone.
Anchor setting is affected by seabed conditions. Loose sand will increase the setting
distance and uneven seabed has the potential to affect holding capacity.
Station-keeping
A thruster assisted 4-point mooring system is proposed for the station-keeping of the mining
vessel. The station-keeping system of a mono-hull vessel, such as the mining vessel, is
particularly vulnerable to metocean conditions (wind, wave and current) that are not aligned.
The more aligned the conditions, the easier it is for the master of the vessel to optimize the
vessel heading and hold station. The metocean conditions at the proposed location are
particularly challenging with the wave swell arriving from the south west and winds blowing
from the south-east. Any loss of station keeping, by a vessel of this size, could have a
detrimental effect on adjacent infrastructure.
Future Kupe Development
The issues for developments south of the existing Kupe platform are the same as those
addressed in the above sections on Jack-ups, platform foundations, sub-sea wells and
anchoring.
For new pipelines laid across the mined area loose sand introduces an increased seismic
risk from liquefaction and mass movement of material in mounds or mass movement of
material into pits.
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DISCLAIMER
This report is written from the information available to the Inspector and is
compiled from numerous sources. It should be noted that much of the information
is recounted from memory of personnel involved in the accident, and not from
recorded sources of data.
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ABSTRACT
On November 16 1996, on location in the Gulf Saint Vincent, South Australia, the
mobile offshore drilling unit (MODU), or jack-up rig, Maersk Victory “punched
through” a hard layer of sediment approximately 10 metres below the seafloor
whilst undertaking preloading procedures. The rig sustained considerable damage
to its three legs, and had to be severed from each leg prior to recovery of the rig.
The legs were subsequently recovered independently of the rig. All personnel
were evacuated from the rig without injury and there was no significant
environmental impact.
The South Australia Department of Mines and Energy Resources commenced an
investigation into the circumstances surrounding the accident, and interviewed a
number of personnel directly and indirectly involved in the management and
operation of the rig. This report details the history and management of the
Campaign, and the opinion of an Inspector pursuant to the Petroleum Act 1940, as
to the contributing causes of the accident and makes recommendations to the
Industry to ensure that the risks of such an accident re-occurring are reduced to ‘as

In summary, the findings are:
• that the foundation suitability, in particular the load bearing capacity, of the subsea sediments was not investigated to the degree required to reduce the risk of
damage to the rig to as low as reasonably practical; and
• that the effectiveness of the Safety Case system to provide the framework for
effective and safe management of the Maersk Victory was significantly reduced
because the implications of the system were inadequately understood and not
properly implemented by the responsible parties.
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DEFINITIONS
The following terms as defined below apply throughout this document.
Air gap

The minimum height to which it is considered safe to elevate the rig
above the sea level to ensure that the rig will not be subject to varying
tides, etc. This height varies according to the operations, the duration
and the anticipated weather conditions

Campaign

A number of well operations conducted using a specified drilling rig

Fit for purpose

Able to achieve the purpose under the range of conditions which can
reasonably expect to affect the operations.

Good oilfield practice 2

Means all those things that are generally accepted as good and safe
in the carrying on of exploration for petroleum, or in operations for
the recovery of petroleum, as the case may be.

Harm 1

A physical injury or damage to health, property or the environment.

Hazard 2

A physical situation which may result in harm, including death or
injury to people or damage to property.

Punch through

Punch through or rapid leg penetration occurs when one or more legs
of a rig experience rapid downwards movement due to the sudden
failure of a supporting sediment layer to continue to provide a secure
foundation. The process undertaken to ensure a secure foundation
exists below the rig’s spudcans is termed ‘preloading’, and
consequently it is intended that if punch through is going to occur, it
will occur as the load on the supporting sediment layer is increased
during this process. Prior to preloading though, an assessment of the
capability of the sub-sea sediments to support the rig during all its
operations and anticipated weather conditions is undertaken.

Risk 2

The likelihood of a specified undesired event occurring within a
specific period or in specified circumstances. It may be either a
frequency (the number of specified events occurring in unit time) or a
probability (the probability of a specified event following a prior
event), depending on the circumstances.

Risk analysis 1

The systematic use of available information to identify hazards and to
estimate the risk to individuals or populations, property or the
environment.

Risk assessment 1

The overall process of risk analysis and risk evaluation.

Risk evaluation 1

The process in which judgements are made on the tolerability of the
risk on the basis of risk analysis and taking into account facts such as
socio-economic and environmental aspects.

Risk Management 2

The ongoing management process of identifying hazards, evaluating
the consequences and probability of these hazards, then reducing the
risk levels to as low as reasonably practicable.
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Safety Management
System (SMS) 2

A comprehensive integrated system for managing safety at a facility
which sets out:
• the safety objectives;
• the systems and performance standards by which these are to be
achieved;
• the performance standards which are to be met; and
• the means by which adherence to these standards are to be
maintained.

Safety Case 2

The presentation of a justification for the safety of an installation.
1) The objectives of the safety case are to demonstrate via a written
description that an operator of a facility has:
• an SMS that is capable of continually and systematically
identifying hazards, assessing the likelihood and consequences of
the hazard and, in so far as is reasonably practicable, eliminating
or controlling the risk to personnel at the facility. the SMS must
be capable of managing risk to facility personnel generated over
the life of the facility, from design, construction commissioning,
operations to abandonment;
• carried out a detailed and systematic risk assessment that has
identified potential hazards which may, over the life of the
facility, lead to an MAE (major accident event); and
− has assessed the likelihood and consequences of these
potential MAEs, and;
− has reduced the risk to as low as is reasonably practicable by
hazard elimination, or implementation of technical and/or
other measures that minimise the likelihood or consequence
of the MAE;
− in so far as is reasonably practicable, provided for safe
evacuation, escape and rescue in the event of a major
emergency, and where appropriate provided an adequate TR
(temporary refuge) to ensure the safety of employees until
they can be evacuated from the facility to a place of safety.
2) The safety case will form the basis of a co-regulatory regime. The
safety case once accepted by the regulator becomes a set of
recognised legal standards against which operators are assessed.

spudcan

‘Foot’ at the base of each leg which is a hollow hexagonally shaped
can.

System 1

A composite, at any level of complexity, of personnel, procedures,
materials, tools, equipment, facilities and software. The elements of
this composite entity are used together in the intended operational or
support environment to perform a given task or achieve a specific
objective.

Toolpusher

The person in charge of the drilling operations, and other duties may
include being in overall charge of the vessel and responsible for the
safety, health and welfare of all personnel on board.

TowMaster

The person in charge of the rig during moving and jacking
operations.

1
2

AS/NZS 3931(Int):1995 Risk analysis of technological systems - Application Guide
DPIE Guidelines for Preparation and Submission of Safety Cases
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SECTION 1: FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
INTRODUCTION
The accident to the Maersk Victory occurred because one leg experienced
a sudden rapid penetration of the sub-sea sediments, or punch through.
Punch through will always be a potential hazard to a jack-up rig when
locating on a site especially in previously unexplored areas. The
investigation of the accident to the Maersk Victory therefore was to
establish whether effective management systems and procedures were in
place to ensure that the risks of, and consequences of, punch through were
as low as reasonably practical.
In outline, the procedure leading to a decision as to whether the sub-sea
sediments will provide an adequate foundation is:
A decision is made on the extent of site specific geotechnical operations
(shallow seismic survey, soil sampling, coring, etc) required to enable the
evaluation of the load bearing capabilities, heterogeneity, and other
characteristics of the seabed sediments. The need for a particular operation
would be judged against the criteria of reducing the risk to the rig to as low
as reasonably practical.
The geotechnical operations are then carried out.
The geotechnical data obtained from the operations is then evaluated as to
whether or not:
• the sub-sea sediments are capable of providing a secure foundation for
the rig during its operations; and
• the sub-sea sediments are unlikely to fail in such a manner as to pose an
unacceptable risk to the rig (eg a marginal load bearing layer is not
underlain by a much weaker layer).
On the basis of this evaluation the decision is taken whether or not to
locate the rig, or whether more geotechnical data is required to properly
evaluate the risk to the rig.
Once the rig is located at the nominated well site, preloading is carried out.
Preloading is undertaken to ensure adequate foundation capacity is
developed in the sub-sea sediments, and is done by the controlled
application of load by pumping seawater into tanks adjacent to each of the
three legs. The increased load on the legs subjects the sub-sea sediments to
a controlled increase in stress to above that which will be experienced
during drilling operations. There are various ways of carrying out the
preload. The choice of a particular way being, in part, dependent upon the
perceived risk of punch through.
If during preload the actual load bearing performance of the sub-sea
sediments is different from that predicted by the previously obtained site
specific geotechnical information, the location attempt can be aborted, or,
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the preload can be interrupted whilst more data is obtained, or, the preload
can be continued. Once commenced, the preload procedure itself can also
be varied to take account of changes in the perceived risk of punch
through.
FINDINGS
1.
In the opinion of the Inspector, the investigation found no evidence
to doubt Maersk’s opinion that there was no immediate cause for the
damage to the rig other than the failure of the sub-sea sediments to
support the weight of the rig.
2.
In the opinion of the Inspector, the investigation found evidence
that insufficient attention had been paid to evaluating the risks to the rig
inherent in undertaking operations in an area where a jack-up rig had not
previously been used. Therefore steps to ensure the management of risks
to as low as reasonably practical had not been undertaken.
3.
In the opinion of the Inspector, the investigation found evidence to
support the view that errors of judgement were made in not evaluating
what geotechnical information was necessary to reduce the risk to the rig
to as low as reasonably practical. This error led directly to a lack of
geotechnical information, which could have been used to assess the
suitability of the sub-sea sediments as an adequate foundation, in particular
the load bearing properties. In the opinion of the Inspector, good industry
practice required in the circumstances in which the Maersk Victory was to
drill Frijole #1, the taking and geotechnical evaluation of cores obtained by
drilling to a depth of at least 30 metres, in conjunction with the evaluation
of seismic and other geotechnical data. The significant circumstance being
that the load bearing properties of the sub-sea sediments relevant to the
Frijole #1 site had not previously been evaluated.
4.
In the opinion of the Inspector, the investigation found evidence to
support the view that errors of judgement were made in not assembling, or
in not ensuring the assembly of, available, relevant geotechnical information
on the sub-sea sediments.
5.
In the opinion of the Inspector, the investigation found evidence to
support the view that there were deficiencies in management systems and
procedures relevant to the establishment of the Maersk Victory on location
and because of these deficiencies the risk to the rig was not reduced to as
low as reasonably practical. Specifically, there were deficiencies in:
a)
the provision of written descriptions of the scope of work and
responsibilities of the various parties involved in the gathering of
information, assessment/validation of the information, and decision taking
process associated with characterisation of the sub-sea sediments at the
Frijole # 1 location;
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b)
the processes for ensuring that professional services received were
of a quality required to achieve a risk as low as reasonably practical;
c)
the provision of procedures to ensure that the TowMaster had
access to ‘fit for purpose’ information; and
d)
the provision of procedures to guide the TowMaster’s exercise of
judgement in the event that actual performance of the sub-sea sediments
departed from that predicted.
6.
In the opinion of the Inspector, the investigation found evidence
that there were errors of judgement and deficiencies in the reporting, and, if
a validation process was carried out, in the validation of the data obtained
to characterise the sub-sea sediments.
7.
In the opinion of the Inspector, there is evidence to show that the
Safety Case and associated documentation accepted by Mines and Energy
Resources South Australia, if effectively implemented, would have
prevented some, if not all, of the above listed deficiencies arising. In
general all parties had management systems, procedures and access to
expertise sufficient to reduce the risk to the rig to as low as reasonably
practical. It appears to the Inspector that a degree of complacency had
developed at a number of points in the total system which reduced its
effectiveness to below that required to achieve a risk level as low as
reasonably practical.
8.
In the opinion of the Inspector, there is evidence to show that there were a
number of procedures undertaken on the rig that were not covered in the Safety Case
and associated documentation, and other procedures required by these documents were
not undertaken. In the opinion of the Inspector, the Safety Case and associated
documentation should document all procedures and the associated risks, and that any
deviation from the documented procedures should be considered as an exception rather
than the rule, and should only be done in accordance with a deviation procedure.
9.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.
All parties to the accident should immediately review their
management systems and procedures and institute changes where needed
to make them ‘fit for purpose’ within a Safety Case regulatory regime, ie. a
regime based on an objective achieving, management system approach.
(The objective being to reduce the risk to the rig to as low as reasonably
practical).
2.
All parties, as part of their management review, should ensure that
there is more effective documentation of the responsibilities of all
parties/contractors in a Campaign. In particular the contracts should
incorporate the requirements of the Safety Case approach.
3.
All parties operating under a Safety Case should be apprised of the
relevant features of the Safety Case applicable to them. The detail
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imparted should enable all parties to take an informed decision as to the
conduct required of them. This will require effective communication tools
to facilitate the development of a Safety Case culture, which requires a
good understanding of the objective achieving, management system
approach.
4.
All parties assigned the responsibility for managing risk to the rig
during one or more operations should:
a)
have in place management systems which ensure that an effective
formal assessment of the hazards to the rig during the operation or
operations, and their causes and consequences is carried out. The results of
the assessment should be effectively responded to by those in the
company(ies) responsible for managing the risks to the rig. This applies to
identifying the hazards, causes and consequences of management decisions
as much as to any other operation which affects the rig.
b)
have in place management systems which ensure that all contracts
for services which are identified as being a potential cause of a hazard to
the rig or affect the consequences of a hazard are ‘fit for purpose’. For
example, as a guide should:
i)
have effective descriptions of the work and services to be carried
out and the responsibilities of the contractor to the party receiving the
work or services;
ii)
be awarded only after pre-qualifying contractors against criteria
necessary for effective management of the risks to the rig (this may include
assessment of protocols used to guide professional judgement where
professional judgement is the essence of the contract); and
where the major purpose of a contract is the exercise of expert
judgement the contract should have clauses which require; (adapted from the
iii)

‘The Valmin Code’, The Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, 1995)

a)
the identification, relevant qualifications and experience of the
expert who exercises the judgement and of all specialists whose work is
used by the expert in making the judgement;
b)
the expert or specialist stating in the report the purpose of the
report and the purpose of any subsidiary report, its terms of reference or
scope of work and any limitations on its use;
c)
the expert and specialists stating in the report the endeavours they
have taken to obtain and assess all relevant information and draw attention
to any significant lack of information;
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d)
the report being written recognising the extent to which it may be
used by readers having different interests and depths of technical
knowledge;
e)
the report to contain all information which potential users of the
report would reasonably require and reasonably expect to find in the report
for the purpose of making an informed decision in respect of the subject of
the report;
f)
the report to contain a balanced, objective and concise statement of
the expert’s review and conclusions so that potential users can have a clear
understanding of the conclusions of the report and the attendant risks; and
g)
the report to contain sufficient information to allow a validator or
assessor to understand how the conclusions were reached. This information
should include summary details of any models used and sensitivity to any
changes in assumptions with respect to material technical parameters and
the significant risks arising from these assumptions.

5.
Where a Safety Case claims ‘good oilfield practice’ will be used,
the relevant company should have in place management systems and
procedures which identify industry practices and assesses them for use as
criteria of ‘good oilfield practice’. The company will then be able to
substantiate their claim to be following ‘good oilfield practice’.
6.
Where a professional judgement is to be made that impacts
significantly on safety, protocols should be established to guide the
application of judgement. Such protocols should in particular address the
need to identify the significant factors affecting the decision and to identify
the assumptions used in reaching the decision.
7.
Care should be taken to ensure the availability of relevant
contingency response personnel and the good working order of
communications systems when carrying out operations with significant risk.
In the opinion of the Inspector, the recommendations above (or their
operational equivalents) are required if the objectives of the ‘Safety Case
Regulatory Regime’ is to be achieved. It should be borne in mind that the
recommendations are generalisations from the findings of the inquiry. In
general, systems were in place, but were not fully effective. The Inspector
also believes that recommended practices, codes of practice, guidelines
etc. already exist which give adequate guidance in the matters addressed in
the above recommendations.
In the opinion of the Inspector, industry needs to develop effective means
of monitoring the degree to which effective implementation of the Safety
Case is being achieved.
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SECTION 2: DESCRIPTION OF CAMPAIGN
CAMPAIGN
Drilling Objective
The Licensee of Petroleum Exploration License 53 (PEL 53),
Canyon (Australia) Pty Ltd, an affiliate of Wagner & Brown of
Texas, USA had a licence obligation to drill two wildcat wells in
Gulf St Vincent, South Australia during late 1996.
The two wells were to be drilled to target Cambrian age sediments
of the Stansbury Basin. These rocks have not been targeted for
their petroleum potential since Beach Petroleum drilled three wells
on Yorke Peninsula in the late 1960’s.
The Campaign plan was to drill Frijole #1 first, followed by
Enchilada #1 with the locations as detailed below and shown on
Figure 1 :
Well

Frijole #1
(Well #1)

Enchilada #1
(Well #2)

50 km SSW

88 km WSW

Target total depth of well

1450 m

1650 m

Water depth

40.0 m

32.5 m

Location from Adelaide
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Documentation
The operations were carried out pursuant to the following
documentation required under the Petroleum Act 1940:
Declaration of Environmental Factors (DEF)
This document summarises the significant features of the
environment in the area which may be impacted by the drilling
operations and includes a description of the natural environment,
location of sensitive areas, evaluation of environmental impact, and
measures proposed to avoid/minimise and monitor impacts.
Code of Environmental Practice (CEP)
The CEP sets out the objectives, derived from a consultation and
assessment process, which are to be met in managing impacts on
the environment. Ideally they are expressed in quantitative terms
but where necessary qualitative objectives are defined.
Drilling Program
The Drilling Program details the information relevant to the well,
including design of the well and calculations used, density and
composition of the drilling mud, and the testing program to be
carried out if oil or gas is encountered.
Safety Case and Contingency Manual
These documents evaluate the risks involved in the drilling
operations, and demonstrate how the risk has been reduced to as
low as reasonably practical. It covers all aspects of operations
including under tow, elevating/lowering of the drilling platform
(“jacking up and jacking down”), drilling and logging operations, as
well as emergency response procedures to manage hazards to the
rig and personnel. The Safety Case is a rig specific study, and is
amended to be operator and site specific by the preparation of a
Bridging Document, which analyses and summarises the relevant
aspects of the Safety Case that are pertinent to the specific
Campaign.
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Emergency Response Manual (ERM)
Procedures, including responsibilities of supervising staff and
external resources, to deal with emergencies affecting the drilling
rig, helicopters and support vessels are detailed in the ERM.
Oil Spill Contingency Plan (OSCP)
The OSCP defines State, company and personnel responsibilities,
lines of communication and equipment required to manage and
clean-up any oil spill, as well as the resources that can be called
upon to assist. It details any considerations that must be taken into
account before any decisions are made, and the personnel that must
be consulted.
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MANAGEMENT
Relevant Parties to the Campaign
The main parties involved in the Campaign and their roles were:
Company

Role (in brief)

Canyon (Australia) P/L

Licensee of PEL 53, and the party funding the Campaign.

Apache Energy Ltd

Petroleum exploration and production company operating
in North West Shelf of Western Australia. Campaign
Manager for Canyon and provider of drilling services
personnel.

Maersk Contractors

Wholly owned subsidiary of A.P. Moller of Copenhagen,
Denmark. Owner of drilling rig Maersk Victory and
provider of drilling crew, including Tow Master.

Fugro Survey P/L

Worldwide consulting company which acquires relevant
soil, water & air data for offshore activities and interprets
that data. Conducted seismic and site surveys within PEL
53 for Canyon.

London Offshore
Consultants (WA) P/L

Insurance Warranty Surveyors who prepare the ‘Certificate
of Approval’ and monitor the rig operation on behalf of the
rig owner’s insurance company during rig move, jacking &
preload procedures.

Tidewater Port Jackson
Marine

Provider of rig support vessels, “Massive Tide” and
“Canning Tide”, including crews.

Q SEA Innovations

Quality supervisor of position surveyors of the site location.

Racal Survey Australia Ltd

Position surveyors of the site location.

American Bureau of
Shipping (ABS)

Conduct routine vessel surveys, inspect the vessel and
advise whether observed or reported damage means the rig
is still within ‘class’.

Department of Mines and Lead Government agency responsible for ensuring
Energy Resources South legislation is complied with and being a facilitator for
Licensee-Government issues.
Australia (MESA)
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Government’s role
The Government, through MESA - Petroleum Division, has the
objective of ensuring that petroleum resource exploration and
development meets the Government’s environmental, resource
management and public safety objectives. Therefore in this
Campaign, MESA was tasked to ensure that the State’s assets were
protected and that all activities complied with the relevant
legislation and Government objectives.
The role of the Government in a regulatory system which places full
responsibility upon industry for achievement of management of
risks to ‘as low as reasonably practical’ (ALARP) is:
• to ensure the integrity of the system;
• to give an assurance to all stakeholders that the system will and
is achieving ALARP; and
• to determine whether prosecutions for breaches of the Petroleum
Act are warranted.
MESA in conducting the investigation of the accident deliberately
limited it to:
• determining the circumstances of the accident;
• assessing whether or not the management systems in place were
deficient in allowing these circumstances to arise and remain
uncorrected;
• to determine whether or not it was likely or not that the accident
was one within the ALARP criteria; and
• developing recommendations that identify improvements that
can be made in industry practices to minimise the risk of this type of
accident re-occurring to ALARP.
This investigation has been conducted by interviewing a number of
personnel who were both directly and indirectly involved in the
accident, and who had a range of roles and responsibilities.
Industry sources of information and publicly available documents
were also consulted in order to establish industry practices and
‘best practice’ guidelines.
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Campaign Management Structure
Canyon, the Licensee, knowing they had no expertise in offshore
exploration drilling, contracted Apache Energy to provide planning
and supervision services for the PEL 53 drilling operations. This
included the provision of the drilling rig, Maersk Victory and the
various specialised drilling service consultants, as well as
management of the drilling operations of the two wells. Apache
Energy had a long term contract with Maersk Contractors for the
provision of the Maersk Victory to drill wells under Apache’s
direction.
Apache apparently did not formally assess Maersk’s management
systems nor assess their level of implementation. Apache also did
not formally assess the risks of operating in South Australia.
Canyon contracted the Perth office of a worldwide survey
company, Fugro Survey Pty Ltd, to undertake seismic and site
surveys of PEL53. The first seismic surveys were completed in
1994, and once availability of a drilling rig was confirmed for late
1996, Canyon again contracted Fugro to conduct a “Bathymetric
and Geohazard Site Survey” of the Frijole #1 and Enchilada #1 well
sites.
Apparently the primary role of London Offshore, as the Insurance
Warranty Surveyor required by Maersk’s underwriters, is to ensure
that the interests of the underwriters and the insurance company(s)
are protected, by preparing a ‘Certificate of Approval’ for each well
and to be present during specific rig operations. Maersk pay for the
services of the Insurance Warranty Surveyor. It appears that
London Offshore take the information presented in the site survey
report and generally available marine documents, review the
information to the extent of their capability, and then make
recommendations based on their personnel’s experience. (Note that
in the case of Frijole #1, they did not undertake a professional
geotechnical review). These recommendations form a ‘Certificate
of Approval’, which includes details such as anticipated leg
penetrations, air gap between rig and sea surface, rig heading, and
any other marine recommendations considered relevant to ensure
the safety of the rig. A London Offshore representative is present
on the rig during the rig move, preloading, and jacking operations,
to ensure that
•
the TowMaster and other Maersk personnel follow, and that
their actions are in compliance with, Maersk’s standard operating
and safety procedures;
•
the requirements of the ‘Certificate of Approval’ are complied
with;
•
the rig is at the nominated location; and
•
no action is taken that will endanger the rig or personnel.
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The London Offshore representative was present during the loading
and offloading of the Maersk Victory from the Super Servant 3 to
ensure that the rig was safely handled at both times. He was not
present during the journey from Dampier to Adelaide, when the
operations were the responsibility of the TowMaster and Master of
Super Servant 3. The TowMaster has ultimate responsibility for
the rig and operations undertaken, however the London Offshore
representative has the right to make his views known to the
TowMaster.
There are various operations that involve the rig during which
responsibility for the rig and its operations changes between
different parties. However, the overall responsibility for the rig and
its safety lies with the owners of the rig, Maersk Contractors and its
delegated representatives.
When the rig is being transported by heavy lift vessel, the rig is the
responsibility of the TowMaster until it is within the fifty metre
range of the heavy lift vessel, when it becomes the responsibility of
the heavy lift vessel company, and vice versa when it is offloaded.
There is a senior management position on the rig known as the
‘Person in Charge (PIC)’, who is in full control of all the operations
that are conducted once the rig leaves the responsibility of the
heavy lift vessel company. The holder of this position on Maersk
rigs varies according to the operation underway at the time,
whereas elsewhere in the industry it appears that the PIC is the
Senior Tool Pusher at all times. On Maersk rigs, the TowMaster,
as the PIC, manages the rig move and jacking-up operations, until
the cantilever containing the drilling equipment is ready to be
skidded out and secured, when the operations are handed to the
Senior Tool Pusher who becomes the PIC. Likewise once drilling
operations have been completed, the TowMaster again becomes the
PIC and manages the jacking-down and rig move operations.
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Site Survey and associated documents
The Fugro Survey Pty Ltd “Report on Bathymetric and Geohazard
Site Survey PEL-53 Frijole Step-Out Site, Gulf of St Vincent,
South Australia” consisted of side scan sonar, sub bottom profiling
using seismic boomer surveying, and seabed sampling techniques
(dredge and grab samples) that penetrated less than one metre into
the seabed. The report states
“The seabed across the surveyed site appears from the side scan
sonar to be smooth and featureless and essentially flat varying
between 39.9 and 41.5 metres deep. Sandy sediments, which should
afford good lateral stability to the rig legs vary between 0.8 and
1.2 metres thick across the site, and the underlying more
consolidated stratum appears to be suitable as a secure
foundation.”
“In the absence of geotechnical information, the usual preload
tests are recommended to confirm foundation stability.”
Canyon provided one copy of the site survey to Apache Energy,
who passed it on to Maersk Contractors, who forwarded it to
London Offshore, who apparently then kept it. Canyon also
instructed Fugro to provide any further information to Apache
Energy that was requested, including survey reports, however it is
reported that no further information was requested.
London Offshore issued a ‘Certificate of Approval’ based in part on
the Fugro site survey and there were no areas of concern
highlighted. This ‘Certificate of Approval’ was presented to
Maersk. However, it appears that no geotechnical expert assessed
or reviewed the site survey.
A ‘Letter of Instruction’ was issued to the TowMaster, which
detailed all the specific requirements and instructions for each rig
move as decided by Maersk Marine Department in Copenhagen.
The TowMaster also had to complete a checklist listing all the
documents required to be in his possession prior to commencing
any operations, which included the site survey.
Fugro carried out the seismic and site surveys, whereas RACAL
undertook the rig positioning on the Frijole #1 location. It is noted
that industry practice seems to be that one company will undertake
both the surveying and the positioning functions, probably due to
contractual agreements being easier to manage, which also means
that the company usually has their own copy of the site survey on
the rig for their own reference and information. In this case,
Canyon contracted Fugro prior to the determination of the drilling
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rig, whilst Apache had an existing contract with RACAL to provide
rig positioning services for the Maersk Victory.
The contract documents for Fugro and London Offshore made
available to MESA do not contain a description of the Scope of
Work to be carried out.
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MAERSK VICTORY
Selection of the MODU Maersk Victory
The selection of the Maersk Victory for this Campaign apparently
was made for the following reasons :
• availability of rig and personnel;
• marine environment (eg water depth, wind, wave height, etc.)
was suitable for a jack-up rig of this class;
• cost due to the rig already operating on the North West Shelf of
Western Australia minimising mobilisation costs; and
• ease of use, as the rig already had an Australian operating record
and had submitted, and received provisional approval of, a Safety
Case and associated documents.
The Maersk Victory is a ‘mobile offshore drilling unit (MODU)’
jack-up rig of type MODEC 300C-35, classified by the American
Bureau of Shipping (ABS) as “ABS Maltese Cross A 1 - selfelevating drilling rig without circle E”. It was constructed by
Mitsui Ocean Development & Engineering Co. Ltd. (MODEC),
Japan and delivered in August 1981.
History of Maersk Victory
After commissioning in 1981, the Maersk Victory operated in the
offshore waters of United Arab Emirates and Qatar, drilling on 55
locations. In October 1986, during the Iran/Iraq war, the rig was
attacked by aeroplanes and sustained damage due to explosions and
the ensuing fire. It is reported that the aft port corner of the hull,
and legs #2 and #3 were damaged. The rig was satisfactorily
repaired and returned to service.
The Maersk Victory entered Australian waters in April 1996, and
commenced operations with Apache Energy operating in the North
West Shelf of Western Australia. During the April to October
1996, the rig was engaged on 12 locations in this area.
In November 1996, a routine vessel inspection was begun in
Dampier by the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) including a
spudcan survey, which was undertaken on the heavy lift vessel prior
to leaving Dampier, and completed in South Australia on
November 15 1996. There was some damage reported to two
braces at the top of leg #2 and some slight damage to the tip of the
spudcan on the same leg. This damage was not considered by the
ABS representative to put the rig out of ‘class’, and plans were
made to conduct the repairs before June 1997.
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SECTION 3: DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT
EVENTS PRIOR TO AND DURING THE ACCIDENT
It has been reported that at no time during the operations were weather
conditions a significant influence on operations.
On Friday November 15 1996, the Maersk Victory entered the Gulf St
Vincent, South Australia on a dry-tow aboard the heavy lift vessel, Super
Servant 3 after a voyage from Dampier, Western Australia. It is reported
that during the voyage, the maximum pitch of the vessel was 3-4 degrees,
which was within the acceptable criteria. It moored at a location north of
the well site to offload the rig due to weather conditions in the lower Gulf
area. During the afternoon, a meeting was held on the Super Servant 3 to
plan the offloading of the rig and the rig move to the first well location.
This meeting was attended by the Masters of the support vessels and Super
Servant 3, TowMaster, and London Offshore representative. Subsequently
the Super Servant 3 was ballasted down, and the rig offloaded at 2000
hours using the support vessels Massive Tide connected to the main bridle
forward, and the Canning Tide to the starboard aft. Supervised by the
TowMaster, once the rig was clear of the heavy lifter, the Canning Tide
was released, and the Massive Tide then towed the rig on a 1800 foot tow
wire attached to the main bridle at full power generating a speed of
approximately 4 knots during the 40 kilometres to the well location, Frijole
#1. The Canning Tide remained in close vicinity to the rig and towing
vessel to provide assistance if required. During the tow, the three spudcans
were lowered into the water, filled, checked, retrieved and manhole covers
closed. This procedure was undertaken to provide the weight in the
spudcans necessary for the secure positioning of the rig on its location.
During the tow to Frijole #1, it was identified by the Q Sea representative,
that a copy of the site survey was not on board the rig at this time, and a
request was made to have one brought out by the next helicopter.
However due to weather conditions, the helicopter due on the rig later that
night was cancelled. There has been no reason given to satisfactorily
explain the absence of copies of the site survey report from the rig, which
according to procedures and common industry practice should have been in
the possession of a number of the personnel aboard the rig. The Q SEA
representative then contacted the Apache representative in the Canyon
Operations Office (in Adelaide) and requested advice regarding whether
the report contained information indicating that there were any
circumstances out of the ordinary, and received a response that there were
no concerns cited in the survey report. It was also confirmed during this
conversation that the rig would be positioned facing north-west, and it is
noted that the ‘Certificate of Approval’ recommends a rig heading of westnorth-west, which would allow for supply boat operations on the port side
and the prevailing winds for well testing.
At 0218 hours, as the rig approached the Frijole #1 location, the Massive
Tide shortened up its tow wire to 900 feet in order to prevent it dragging
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on the bottom as the vessel’s speed was reduced to steering speed. At
0400 hours, the rig was at the one kilometre distance from the nominated
location. At 0430 hours, jacking down of the legs commenced to engage
the seabed and soon after bottom contact was noted. The tow wire
between the Massive Tide and the Maersk Victory was maintained in a
sagging condition, almost to the sea floor, with the intention of avoiding
inducing any tension in it. Shortly thereafter the Maersk Victory stopped
and became fully engaged on the seabed with a minor penetration. A
position check undertaken by the Racal personnel found the rig to be
approximately 68 metres from the nominated Frijole #1 well location.
To reach the well location, the TowMaster decided to reposition the rig by
a procedure known as ‘walking’. This required the slight jacking up of leg
#1 and one of the other legs, and then the Massive Tide, being still attached
to the main bridle at leg #1, pulling the rig around by applying low power
which caused the rig to pivot alternatively on legs #2 and #3, which were
still engaged on the seabed. (The procedure follows these stages: the rig is
pinned on the starboard leg, lifts the port leg, and TowMaster instructs
“Starboard 30% power” or suchlike, and the towing vessel pulls the rig
around spinning on the pinned leg, TowMaster says “Stop”, and then pins
the port leg and lifts the starboard leg, and the towing vessel goes the other
way and the rig follows that way as well.) The catenary tow wire is
attached to the main bridle and hence is forward of the direction in which
the rig is being towed, because the combined weight of the tow wire and
the towing vessel is required to move the rig. The Maersk Victory has
‘stress’ indicators on the control room console to indicate the amount of
stress being induced in the legs, which if excessive the TowMaster would
then stop the operation and ‘shake out’ the stress by raising the affected
leg. The ‘walking’ process was undertaken at least three times to cover the
distance to the nominated well location. It was reported that the pivoting
was very easy, which meant that the spudcans had a very soft seabed on
which to skid. There were no reported difficulties and the London
Offshore representative was not reported as objecting to the conducting of
this manoeuvre. A subsequent position check revealed that the rig was 2.4
metres from the target, which was within the 25 metres acceptable limits
for this well and was subsequently accepted by Q SEA, as the
representative of the Operator. Leg #3, being the last leg pivoted on, was
jacked up slightly to reduce any induced torque, and all three legs were
lowered to the seabed in preparation for preloading.
Subsequently, the TowMaster discharged the Massive Tide from towing
duties, which then paid out the tow wire to 2000 feet, and moved away
from the rig and anchored as per normal procedures. At this time, the
Massive Tide was not involved in any process with the Maersk Victory,
and was only attached via the tow wire lying on the sea floor in case
anything went wrong and the rig had to be suddenly towed away.
It is reported that the TowMaster decided to jackup the rig to reach the
two metre preload airgap to allow the helicopter to land on the rig, which
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would bring the site survey report and permit personnel transfer. Jacking
was commenced at 0630 hours to raise the hull free of the water.
Experiencing greater penetration than the predicted 2.0 to 2.5 metres
nominated in the ‘Certificate of Approval’, Q SEA requested the Canyon
Operations Office for the relevant pages of the site survey to be faxed out
to the rig, in particular the boomer surveys. Personnel on the rig, including
the TowMaster, who reviewed this data had no professional qualifications
or expertise in seismic interpretation. It was also later questioned when the
full site survey was viewed on the rig, whether the information transmitted
by facsimile was for the actual site where the rig was located. Zero air gap
(ie. hull left the water) was attained at 0712 hours, with initial penetration
on all legs of :
Leg #1
9.4 metres
Leg #2
7.2 metres
Leg #3
9.2 metres
Within a short time of reaching zero air gap, leg #2 settled a further
approximately two metres, thereby reaching a similar penetration to the
other two legs. This was counteracted with the standard procedure of
lowering the hull by jacking down on leg #1 and leg #3. There was no
indication of any other concerns. During the jacking operations, it is
reported that the TowMaster attempted to contact Maersk’s Copenhagen
office for advice, but was unable to receive any assistance in obtaining
further information or guidance on the situation encountered.
Once the rig was level, jacking recommenced to again achieve zero air gap
and to continue to the final preload airgap of 2.0 metres. This airgap is
determined by the expected tide and sea conditions, as the preload
continues for a number of hours. The leg penetration at the preload air gap
was :
Leg #1
9.9 metres
Leg #2
9.6 metres
Leg #3
9.6 metres
Preloading was then delayed to await the arrival of the helicopter from
shore at 0825 hours bringing the complete Fugro site survey and
supervisory personnel, and to disembark other redundant personnel from
the rig. There were now 33 people on board the rig. Examination of the
Fugro site survey report by a number of personnel, including the
TowMaster and other Maersk senior rig personnel, Apache, London
Offshore, Q SEA and RACAL representatives, could find no reason within
the report to suspend or modify operations even though the penetration
was significantly greater than that predicted. It is noted that none of these
personnel were professionally qualified to interpret seismic data in any
form, although some had previous exposure to seismic reporting. It is
reported that none of the personnel involved in the discussion relating to
the site survey and the penetration voiced overriding concerns and it was
accepted that preload could commence. The interpretation that a ‘harder’
layer existed at approximately 10 metres appeared to be borne out by the
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fact that the legs had settled at this depth, and the TowMaster decided to
continue normal operations and begin preload.
Preloading of a jackup rig requires the intake of seawater into tanks located
around each leg well, which is similar to ballasting a ship. The intention is
to simulate the maximum loading on the rig that could be attained during
drilling operations to ensure that any settling or movement that could be
induced by drilling is already undertaken. It was anticipated that a total of
3800 metric tonnes of preload water would be added to the rig, which was
the full allowable preload, and it was planned that it would be held for a
duration of 6 hours. The TowMaster instructed that the preload operation
was to be carried out maintaining a very even load on all three legs, which
was achieved by regulating the flow of water to each preload tank through
valving. The Massive Tide was still attached to the rig via the tow wire
which was slack, and the Canning Tide was in attendance some distance
away.
During the preload, at a coffee break, a safety meeting was held with the
majority of onboard personnel to discuss the preloading procedure,
penetration situation and other safety issues. A number of personnel did
not attend, including those who had been conducting work during the night
and were asleep in their cabins.
At 1000 hours, the load on each leg (preload water plus rig static load) was
calculated at :
Leg #1
3000 metric tonnes
Leg #2
3000 metric tonnes
Leg #3
2900 metric tonnes
It was reported that the wind had increased during the morning from 10
knots at 0400 hours to 25 knots at 0700 hours, however by 1200 hours it
had dropped to 5 knots. The sea state was 3, which is about one and a half
metres of wave height, which apparently does not impede rig operations.
At 1032 hours, one third of the way through preload, the starboard quarter
of the hull suddenly listed downward and water washed onto the deck.
After undergoing two or three surges, the rig stabilised. It was conjectured
that leg #2 had experienced a ‘punch through’, which means that the
spudcan had broken through the supporting layer on which it was sitting,
and had ‘pulled’ the rig down where leg #2 was connected to the rig hull.
Standard operating procedures dictated that to counteract the list, lowering
the hull at the port leg was attempted by jacking down, which was
unsuccessful. The TowMaster initiated an inspection of all three legs,
which were subsequently reported as severely damaged. Leg #1 and leg #2
were diagnosed as damaged along their full length and within the jacking
unit structure/legwell, and leg #3 below the hull. There has been no
evidence presented to suggest that there was any structural failure of any of
the legs or any part of the rig.
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At 1035, the TowMaster decided to evacuate all personnel from the rig via
the support vessels - this was reported to be the most expeditious method
and due to the list of the rig, some of the life boats were inaccessible.
However, neither the ‘Abandon Rig’ alarm nor the P.A. system were used
to advise of the evacuation for fear of creating unnecessary panic amongst
personnel. In the meantime, most personnel had assembled on the high
side of the rig, port side of the main deck, and donned life jackets in
preparation for evacuation, however one person had entered the water. A
‘Man over Board’ alert was raised, a dye marker was released into the
water to indicate his location and a scramble net lowered over the rig’s hull
to allow the person to return to the rig’s deck - which he promptly did.
It is reported that a roll call was then undertaken, and the first count noted
two missing people, who were identified as the Racal personnel who had
previously been sent to their cabins by the TowMaster for rest. Two
supervisory personnel went immediately to the appropriate cabin and woke
these people, who were still asleep. It is noted that there was an alarm
speaker located almost directly outside the cabin where these personnel
were sleeping.
A watertight integrity check was conducted by senior Maersk personnel to
ensure no water ingress would occur.
In its role as support vessel, the Canning Tide was monitoring the Maersk
Victory and visually noted the change in status of the rig. Both support
vessels were aware of the man overboard alarm and the request to the
Canning Tide to mobilise the “Fast Rescue Craft” (FRC). However the
man overboard had returned to the rig via the scramble net, and the FRC
was utilised to evacuate the rig. Immediately after the FRC was launched,
the Canning Tide began to weigh its anchor, which took approximately 15
minutes before it could move closer to the rig. Personnel alighted from the
rig via the scramble net into the FRC and were then transferred to the
Canning Tide five at a time. To evacuate all personnel required
approximately seven trips, with the TowMaster and Barge Engineer being
the last to evacuate at 1115 hours. Just prior to completion of the
evacuation, the positioning equipment showed that a horizontal shift of
20.5 metres in a 054 degrees direction had occurred, in conjunction with a
change of heading to 5 degrees to the starboard.
The support vessels use the same radio channels as the rig during the rig
move, and hence the support vessels can hear the dialogue aboard the rig
by the preloading personnel. It is assumed this is how the support vessels
initially became aware of the rig’s predicament. The Canning Tide master
indicated that he would go alongside the rig and disembark people straight
onto his vessel, however the rig personnel advised that they wanted to do it
by FRC. This was the first that the support vessels knew of the rig’s
greater than anticipated penetration, and the status of the preload apparently it is common practice for the support vessels not to be informed
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of the expected operations of the rig during preloading, and so would have
no knowledge of any situation of unexpected penetration.
Meanwhile, the Massive Tide although monitoring the radio channel that
had previously been in use for the rig/support vessel communication, was
unaware that an evacuation was taking place, and unable to determine what
was happening, moved around the rig to gain a better vantage point in
order to appraise the situation. At this time, the tow wire was still
connected between the Maersk Victory and the Massive Tide, although it
was slack.
A new aluminium FRC was also located on the Massive Tide, but the
offloading crane had been defected by Australian Maritime Safety
Authority (AMSA), as it suffered a bent jib during a routine test loading in
Adelaide. AMSA issued instructions that the FRC was to be launched over
the stern if it was to be deployed. The Massive Tide was requested to
launch its FRC, and it was decided to utilise the crane to launch the FRC
without any people in it over the side of the vessel. This was because the
Massive Tide Master assessed the risk of launching the FRC over the stern
as being too dangerous due to the presence of the tow wire to the Maersk
Victory, and the possibility that the FRC could fill with water after being
dropped the few metres into the water, which would then require it to be
bailed out before being able to assist in the accident response. It was also
considered that the person operating the crane would be well clear of the
crane load and would be placed at minimal risk if the jib failed. Once
launched, a crew member of the Massive Tide manoeuvred the FRC over
to the Maersk Victory. However, once near the rig, the outboard engine
failed and it was unable to provide assistance in the evacuation (this engine
had previously been used on the inflatable dinghy that was replaced by the
aluminium FRC and had not had previous problems). This FRC was later
retrieved by the Canning Tide’s FRC and towed to the Massive Tide. The
Massive Tide’s FRC was considerably smaller than the Canning Tide’s,
and was only certified for four people including the driver, as well as not
being a dedicated high speed FRC. It was also reported that the
TowMaster did not know that the Massive Tide FRC was restricted in its
launching ability.
It was reported that the Massive Tide Master was instructed by the Apache
Energy representative to let go of the tow wire, and subsequently checked
the instruction with and had it confirmed by the TowMaster. The tow wire
was let go, and wound in aboard the Massive Tide - the wire is circular and
is connected with a shackle so that it is unnecessary to release it from
towing bridle on the rig, and all operations are done from the towing
vessel.
At 1305 hours, twenty eight non-essential personnel were transferred to the
Massive Tide and returned to shore. The TowMaster, Barge Engineer, Rig
Engineer, Senior Toolpusher and London Offshore representative remained
on the Canning Tide to secure and monitor the rig. A visit was made to
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the rig and a line attached from the Canning Tide to the Maersk Victory at
1400 hours. Further visits to the rig were made during the afternoon to
dump the preload water, check the water tight integrity, and organise
power supplies. At 1920 hours, the Massive Tide tow wire was again
connected to the main tow bridle and a watch mounted from the Canning
Tide.
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RECOVERY OPERATION OF THE MAERSK VICTORY
Extensive damage to all three legs below the rig hull, and to leg #1 and leg
#2 above the hull prevented the legs and attached spud cans being jacked
up out of the seabed by the rig. Subsequently the rig was freed from its
legs on November 28 1996 and towed by the Massive Tide accompanied
by the South Australian State Emergency Response Vessel mv Gallantry to
a safe anchorage off Port Adelaide. At this location, the rig was further
stabilised and the protruding sections of legs below the hull were trimmed
and secured. The rig was then towed to the Australian Submarine
Corporation dockyard at Osborne, and work commenced to prepare the rig
for repairs. All the recovered leg sections were stripped of their bracing
and the valuable leg chords retained. Subsequently the rig and salvaged
chords were loaded back onto the Super Servant 3, which sailed on
December 20 1996. Meanwhile, Maersk were negotiating the contract for
conducting the repairs and other necessary maintenance work, which was
awarded to the Far East Levingston ShipBuilding company of Singapore.
The heavy lift vessel Dock Express 10 was mobilised from overseas and
began to lift the cut leg sections from the sea floor on December 23 1996,
which continued until January 2 1997.
On January 8, the Dock Express 10 began its attempt to lift spudcan #1
which had penetrated to a depth of 9.6 to 9.9 metres, and after damaging
and repairing lifting equipment, the spudcan was finally freed and lifted out
of its footprint on January 13. The weight of the mud attached to the
spudcan proved to be excessive for the lifting equipment, and had to be
removed by washing the spudcans with compressed air, prior to final lifting
into the vessel’s hull on January 25 1997.
Concurrently, preparation of spudcan #3 which was at the same
approximate penetration as spudcan #1, was commenced on January 17,
culminating in the first attempt to pull it out on January 26. Once again the
load was borderline and damage occurred to the lifting equipment,
requiring more mud to be removed to reduce the weight. Then the
spudcan was removed from its footprint, and washed until light enough to
lift into the Dock Express 10 on February 3 1997.
It is assumed that spudcan #2 punched through a hard layer, which is
shown on the shallow seismic survey at approximately 10 metres below the
mudline. Spudcan #2, consequently penetrated deeper than the other two
spudcans to a depth of 15 metres at an angle of 15 degrees. At the time of
writing, resolution of the abandonment of spudcan #2 is still being sought.
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SECTION 4: REFERENCE PAPERS AND DOCUMENTATION
Government Issued Guidelines
“Guidelines for Preparation and Submission of Safety Cases”
Petroleum and Energy Policy Division
Department of Primary Industries and Energy, Canberra, Australia
January 1995
“Guidelines for Mobile Offshore Drilling Unit Safety Case Submission - Bridging
Petroleum Operations Division
Department of Minerals and Energy, Western Australia
15 March 1996

Jack-up rigs and site surveys
“Offshore Installations: Guidance on design, construction and certification”
Section 14 - Site Investigations and Section 20 - Foundations
Department of Energy, London, Fourth Edition, 1990
“The Marine Operations of Self-Elevating Platforms”
Noble Denton International Ltd / Aberdeen College of Further Education
Revision 3, March 1992
“Recommended Practice for Site Specific Assessment of Mobile Jack-Up Units”
First Edition, May 1994, Society of Naval Architects and Marine engineers
"Jack-up Moving" Volume 2, "Oilfield Seamanship" Series
Michael Hancox
Oilfield Publications Limited, Homend House, PO Box 11, Ledbury,
Herefordshire, HR8 1BN, England, Tel: (0531) 634563 Fax: (0531) 634239

Risk Management
“Dealing with Risk - Managing Expectations”
Australian Council of Professions Ltd, 1996
“HAZOP & HAZAN: Notes on the Identification and Assessment of Hazards”
Second Edition
Trevor A. Kletz
The Institution of Chemical Engineers, England, 1986
“Approach to Risk Management in Pipeline Design”
K Bilston
Australian Pipeline Industries Association Risk Management Forum, Adelaide,
August 1996.
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Interim Australian / New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 3931(Int):1995 “Risk
analysis of technological systems - Application guide”
“Guidelines for Hazard evaluation Procedures”
Battelle Columbus Division
The Center for Chemical Process Safety, American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, 1985

Contract Management
“Qualification Based Selection for the Procurement of Engineering and
Management Services - Embracing World’s Best Practice”
Association of Consulting Engineers Australia
“Qualification Based Selection: The Probity Perspective”
Association of Consulting Engineers Australia
Australian Standard AS4121 - 1994 “Code of ethics and procedures for the

Interim Australian Standard 4122 (Int) - 1993 “General conditions for engagement

“Code and Guidelines for Assessment and Valuation of Mineral Assets and
Mineral Securities for Independent Expert Reports (The Valmin Code)”
The Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, June 1995
“The Heart of the Enterprise - (The Managerial Cybernetics of Organization)”
Stafford Beer
John Wiley and Sons, 1990
“Beyond TQM”
Robert L. Flood
John Wiley & Sons, 1993
“Rational Choice in an Uncertain World”
Robyn M. Dawes
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich College Publishers, 1988
“Uncertainty: A Guide to Dealing with Uncertainty in Quantitative Risk and Policy
M. Granger Morgan and Max Henrion ; with a chapter by Mitchell Small
Press Syndicate of the University of Cambridge, England
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